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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is a fascinating area of research towards realizing human-
machine interactions. After more than 30 years of exploitation of Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs),
state-of-the-art systems currently rely on Deep Neural Network (DNN) to estimate class-conditional
posterior probabilities. The posterior probabilities are used for acoustic modeling in hidden Markov
models (HMM), and form a hybrid DNN-HMM which is now the leading edge approach to solve
ASR problems.
The present work builds upon the hypothesis that the optimal acoustic models are sparse
and lie on multiple low-rank probability subspaces. Hence, the main goal of this Master project
aimed at investigating different ways to restructure the DNN outputs using low-rank representation.
Exploiting a large number of training posterior vectors, the underlying low-dimensional subspace
can be identified, and low-rank decomposition enables separation of the “optimal” posteriors from
the spurious (unstructured) uncertainties at the DNN output.
Experiments demonstrate that low-rank representation can enhance posterior probability esti-
mation, and lead to higher ASR accuracy. The posteriors are grouped according to their subspace
similarities, and structured through low-rank decomposition. Furthermore, a novel hashing tech-
nique is proposed exploiting the low-rank property of posterior subspaces that enables fast search
in the space of posterior exemplars.
Keywords: Automatic speech recognition (ASR), hidden Markov model (HMM), Deep neural
network (DNN), Posterior probability, Low-rank representation (LRR), Fast k nearest neighbor
(kNN) search, Posterior Hashing.
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The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds
new discoveries, is not “Eureka!”, but “That’s funny...”
— Isaac Asimov (1920 - 1992)
Section 1
Introduction
Voice applications for computers is a wide area regrouping many fields. One particular application
is Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) which aims to extract from a given speech signal its actual
semantic content. It is usually given by the speech transcriptions containing the spoken words.
Also, alternative information such as the intonation of the voice, or other variations denoting,
for example, joy, sadness, or sarcasm can be extracted. A general technique composed of three
sub-tasks: 1) sampling, 2) analyzing, 3) post-processing can be established to extract the speech
transcription. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Features
Extraction
Analysis
and Post-
processing
Speech
Signal
Speech
Transcription
Figure 1.1: Illustration of ASR split into sub-tasks. The speech signal is sampled using feature extraction
and processed to extract the speech transcription.
The sampling part is performed by the feature extraction. Its purpose is to divide the continuous
speech signal into discrete chunks which can be processed. The most common types of features
used are Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). They rely on the human hearing system
specificities to extract from the audio signal only the part corresponding to human speech. The
overall procedure consists of dividing the continuous signal into windows of a few milliseconds
and using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to transform the time domain signal to the frequency
domain. An illustration of FFT is proposed by Figure 1.2. The number of frequencies is then
reduced according to the human audible frequencies. The values of the remaining frequencies are
representing the components of the vector feature and thus, form the MFCC feature vector for a
given time window. The details about speech features are presented in Section 3.2.
The analysis part is classically making use of Hidden Markov Models (HMM). HMM are
structures which can map a given sequence of features [f1, . . . , fk] to a sequence of interpretations
[i1, . . . , ik]. The structure of an HMM is composed of multiple states, which are usually representing a
possible interpretation such as a phone. The states are interconnected by following an unidirectional
trend : the connections allow to either stay in the same state or to jump in the next state. This
idea encodes a time sequence which Figure 1.3 illustrates with the word ”cat“. By making use
of probabilities to compute the likelihood of a feature to encode a state, HMM can compute the
”most probable state sequence“ given a sequence of features. The details of HMM are given by
Section 3.3.
Because the voices of different speakers may not encapsulate the same variations, it is usual
to abstract the features and produce high-level features which can, for example, become speaker
independent. This abstraction can be achieved by using a Deep Neural Network (DNN).
A DNN is an interconnected structure of small independent units called neurons, as depicted by
1
Figure 1.2: Example of a Fast Fourier Transform over the sum of two sinusoidal x0. The result of the
FFT yields effectively two spikes (actually four but the results of the FFT are symmetric) which correspond
to the two sinusoidal summed to construct the base signal. This figure is taken from MATLAB website1
/k/ /æ/ /t/
Figure 1.3: Illustration of a simple HMM structure for the word ”cat“. Each state represents a phone of
the word. The next step of a sequence given by the HMM can only be the current or the next state.
Figure 1.4. Each neuron can forward an incoming signal according to an inner decision criteria.
The structure is organized into layers, the neurons within a layer are usually not connected. The
first layer is named ”input layer“, the last layer will output the processed data and thus is called
”output layer“, and layers in between are called ”hidden layers“.
By inputting standard MFCC features to such a structure it is possible to collect high-level
features at the output layer. Those high-level features represent probabilities of a given MFCC
feature to encode an interpretation such as a phone or a word. The vectors of probabilities produced
at the DNN output are called posteriors probabilities vectors, often abbreviated posteriors (see
Section 2.2).
Those vectors probabilities can be combined with the HMM to produce a paradigm known
as DNN-HMM hybrid which constitutes the state-of-the-art system for solving ASR problems.
The concept of the DNN-HMM hybrid is given by Section 3.4. This combination is illustrated in
Figure 1.5. Even if it is possible to mathematically prove that a DNN can perfectly model the
mapping between MFCC features and posteriors, posteriors are often inaccurately estimated. Due
to the hard task of DNN training, sparse noise, as well as wrong estimation, reduce the quality
of the posteriors. The main goal of this work is thus to re-estimate those posteriors to improve
their quality. The main hypothesis of this work is that matrices formed by concatenating posteriors
belonging to the same class are low-rank. The low-rankness property can be achieved with a DNN
in three distinct ways that are all related to its structure. It is possible to focus on the input, on
the connections within the DNN, or at the output.
1http://ch.mathworks.com/help/fixedpoint/examples/convert-fast-fourier-transform-fft-to-fixed-point.
html
2
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Figure 1.4: Simple Neural Network example composed of one hidden layers of five neurons. Four neurons
are used to input the vector [I1, I2, I3, I4] and three neurons are used to compute the output vector [O1, O2, O3].
Deep Neural
Network
Features
Extraction
Hidden
Markov Model
PosteriorsSpeech
Signal
Features Speech
Transcription
Figure 1.5: DNN-HMM hybrid overall illustration. The speech signal is segmented using MFCC features
which are then processed using a DNN to get high-level posterior features. Finally, an HMM allows producing
the speech transcription.
1.1 State-of-the-art
To apply low-rankess at the input, it is possible to sparsify the output vectors while using specifically
tuned extraction method for input features [58]. Also, it is possible to focus on the structure itself by
restructuring the DNN weight matrix. The weight matrix simply represents the connections between
neurons. Investigations using PCA [50, 60, 67], structured transforms [54] or rank-constrained
topology [37] have been conducted. The ultimate goal consists in reducing the size of the weight
matrix as well as its complexity. Such approaches are focused on producing a small footprint DNN
to be embedded into mobile devices. By applying such methods it is possible to reduce drastically
the size of the DNN while losing slightly no accuracy for the tasks investigated.
The last possible way to apply low-rankness property to a DNN is to focus on the output layer.
This is the main goal of the method proposed by this work. Ultimately, low-rank methods are going
to be applied to reduce the rank of matrices formed by aggregation of posteriors belonging to the
same class. To group the posteriors according to their classes, clustering algorithms are used. This
results on a method consisting on
1. Grouping posteriors according to their class-membership and forming matrices by concatenat-
ing them.
2. Applying low-rank algorithms to reduce the rank of those matrices.
To the best of the author knowledge, this is a novel method to enhance posterior probability vectors.
By making use of this method and also by relying on experiments on sparse-coded posteriors,
low-rankness property of matrices formed by posteriors from the same class-membership is proven
to be a strong indicator of the posteriors quality.
Relying on that property, a novel hashing technique for fast search over posterior space is
proposed. This technique consists of a flooring function, applied to the posteriors, as an approach
to produce hashing keys. A regularization parameter taking the form of quantization bits enables
to modify the hashing precision of the keys generated. As matrices of posteriors with the same
class-membership are low-rank, the hashing keys will tend to be often the same.
3
1.2 Research Questions
The posterior vectors space has unique properties that this project aims to explore. More precisely,
the goal is to exploit low-dimensional structures underlying a large number of training posterior
probabilities to enhance local estimates of the test posteriors. Along this line, the following questions
are studied:
Q1. What is the intrinsic dimension of class-specific posterior probability vector space ?
Q2. Can single/multi subspace low-rank representation methods enhance posteriors ?
Q3. What are the applications of low-rank posterior property in hierarchical acoustic modeling ?
Furthermore, the impact of exploiting the low-rank property and enhanced acoustic models on
other speech applications relying on posterior probability estimation such as query detection and
fast search in the space of posterior exemplars are discovered.
It is envisioned that characterizing and exploiting the low-dimensional structures in posteriors
space can lead to new paradigms of hierarchical speech recognition that will not by restricted to the
constraints of Markov model topologies, thus more flexible and robust than the current technologies.
1.3 Report Outline
Section 2 presents the concept of DNN and its use in the estimation of class-conditional posterior
probabilities. The state-of-the-art system for DNN based automatic speech recognition (ASR) is
reviewed in Section 3. The low-rank representation methods are presented in Section 4 which
covers both single subspace and multi-subspace low-rank representation techniques. In addition,
sparse coding is considered as it relies on the characterization of the low-dimensional subspace of
class-specific posteriors. The evaluation methodology to quantify the quality and performance of
posteriors and speech recognition are described in Section 5.
The experimental analysis on low-rank representation of individual posterior classes are conducted
in Section 6 followed by low-rank representation of the posteriors of the whole speech corpus to
enhance ASR performance in Section 7. The impact of the theory of low-rank posteriors and enhanced
acoustic modeling for query detection as well as posterior exemplar-based speech classification are
studied in Section 8 where a novel hashing technique is proposed for fast search in posterior space.
Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 9.
1.4 Environment of Work
To achieve this work a lot of resources and programing were needed. The following section details
the resources available as well as the programing languages, frameworks and toolkits used.
1.4.1 Computing Resources
In order to perform all the computation, a personal workstation was available at Idiap, consisting
of the following hardware
OS : Debian GNU/Linux 8 (Idiap edited version)
CPU : Intel(R) Core(TM) i7 CPU 950 @ 3.07GHz
GPU : Nvidia GeForce 8400 GS/PCIe/SSE2
RAM : 12Gb
ROM : External network storage (up to 1Tb)
In addition a computation grid was available providing the following configuration
Hardware : Dedicated computation nodes along with user workstations
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Architecture : Intel 64-bits (single and multi-core)
OS : Debian 8 (Jessie) 64-bit
Resources : ∼100 hosts / ∼400 cores
DRM : Sun’s Grid Engine (SGE)
1.4.2 Programing Languages
Most of the implementation was done using MATLAB2 which is a well-known high-level language
specifically designed for mathematical operations on matrices. MATLAB version used for the
workstation use was MATLAB 8.5. MATLAB 8.1, as well as MATLAB to C/C++ compiler (version
6.0), were used for running jobs on the grid. This language was well suited due to the matrix
nature of the posteriors probability representation of utterances used in this work. In addition,
many algorithms acting on matrices were easily found online. A negligible amount of programs has
been written in Python and in Shell for restructuring data sets or for automatic job dispatching on
the available grid.
1.4.3 Kaldi Toolkit for Speech Recognition
According to legend, Kaldi was the Ethiopian goatherder who discovered the coffee
plant.3
For this project, the toolkit used to work with Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) and perform
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) is Kaldi [41]. According to its documentation, Kaldi is
written in C++ (licensed under Apache License v2.0) and specially designed for research purpose.
Kaldi was initially created in 2009 at Johns Hopkins University workshop but the software was not
completely finished. Some of the developers that were working on met again in August of 2010 in
Brno (Czech Republic) to produce a modern, well-designed version of the toolkit. The first code
was officially released on the 14th of May 2011. More than 70 contributors have participated in its
creation. Kaldi is complex and allows many combinations of existing ASR techniques such as Deep
Neural Networks or Gaussian Mixture Models. Because it is open-source modification of its code4
it is also possible to integrate new techniques.
2http://ch.mathworks.com/help/matlab/
3http://kaldi-asr.org/doc/about.html
4https://github.com/kaldi-asr/kaldi
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Section 2
Neural Network Posteriors
A Deep Neural Network (DNN) is a structure of interconnected small independent units called
neurons. While doing a very simplistic analogy about the functioning of a brain, the information
will be passed from neuron to neuron to produce a high-level interpretation of it. Each neuron
can be seen as a processing unit which will forward the information based on an internal decision
system. Such a decision system is often modeled by a sigmoid function taking as the parameter
a sum of signal values coming from other neurons. The connections between the neurons are all
weighted. Those weights are usually the parameters of the structure needed to be tuned during the
learning phase. Figure 2.1 illustrates three incoming signals (x1, x2 and x3) entering the structure
of a neuron.
σ[Σ(xiwi)]x2
x1
x3
w1
w2
w3
output
signal
Figure 2.1: Structure of a neuron. A weighted sum of three incoming signals (x1, x2 and x3) is used as
parameter to an activation function σ to produce the output signal.
It is convenient to represent the structure of the DNN by making use of layers. Each layer is
usually connected to the following one using unidirectional weighted connections. The information is
inserted into the DNN at the first layer, the input layer, and then processed layer by layer to finally
produce a certain activation scheme at the last layer, the output layer. This type of architecture is
depicted in Figure 2.2.
By using this procedure, the information can be, for example, classified with the power of
deep learning. Deep Neural Networks achieve impressive results in many domains such as face
recognition [56], image segmentation for medical science [28], DNA analysis [1], or in the Google
DeepMind project1 and its related achievements [34, 33, 53].
For the scope of this work, the considered DNNs are estimating class-conditional posterior
probabilities given the inputted data. Figure 2.2 illustrates a DNN using three neurons for the
output layer. Therefore, the DNN is able to estimate the posterior probabilities for three classes,
namely, p(C1|I), p(C2|I), and p(C3|I). This section proposes a review of the DNN structure,
training and posteriors estimation.
1https://deepmind.com
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I1
I2
I3
I4
hidden
layer
hidden
layer
input
layer
output
layer
p(C1|I)
p(C2|I)
p(C3|I)
Figure 2.2: Simple DNN example composed of two hidden layers of five neurons. Four neurons are used
for the input and three neurons are used for the output. The DNN estimate class-conditional posterior
probabilities, for each class, given the input I.
2.1 Multi-Layer Perceptron and Deep Neural Network
A Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is a particular kind of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) composed
of layers of individually connected units called neurons. Each layer is usually connected to its
adjacent ones at the neuron-level. In opposite, within a given layer the neurons are not connected.
The connections are unidirectional and weighted. Each neuron can be seen as an independent
decision unit which can output a signal depending on the sum of the signals it received. For a given
neuron i, the output oi is given by
oi = f(
∑
j∈J
wj,iaj) (2.1)
where J is the set of neurons connected to the neuron i at the upper layer, wi,j the weight of the
connection from i to j, and aj the value of the output of neuron j. Typically, the function f is a
sigmoid that allows to make a relatively strict decision and can be roughly seen as the following
f =
{
1, if
∑
j∈J wj,iaj <threshold.
0, otherwise.
(2.2)
More complex functions are generally used. Especially, each function used has to be differentiable
in order to be trained (Section 2.1.1). Three specific kinds of layers are distinguishable. The first
layer is the input layer and receives information to be classified or interpreted. The last layer is
the output layer and outputs a decision about classification or an interpretation of the inputted
data. The inner layers are called hidden layers and are used to process the input data to form the
output. In the case of multiple hidden layers an MLP is called Deep Neural Network. Also, a bias
can be added to each neuron. This bias is usually a weighted connection which is always active and
modifies the output formula for each neuron as
oi = f(
∑
j∈J
wj,iaj + bi) = f(vi + bi) (2.3)
such that bi is the bias for neuron i and vi is the weighted sum of the inputs of neuron i.
2.1.1 Back-Propagation for MLP Training
Given the structure of an MLP, the only modifiable parameter for training are the weights of the
connections (including the bias). The training of an ANN is always reduced to a weight adjustment.
Two main approaches to training can be distinguished, on-line and off-line training. In off-line
training, the weights are re-estimated after all the training data has been processed. In on-line
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training, the weights are re-estimated after each training data sample (or a batch of training data
samples). The most common method used for learning is the back-propagation algorithm.
Its goal is to make use of the error yield by a given input. Each training vector used is a labeled
vector which label correspond to a certain output expectation. It is then possible to compute an
error for a given vector according to its expected output. As stating the detailed equations of
this complex procedure is out of the scope of this report a brief explanation of it will be provided.
Back-propagation algorithm uses a cost function C as a basis. Using partial differentiability of this
function it is possible to prove that the following equation holds [40].
∆wj,i = −η ∂C
∂vj
oi = η(pi − oi)f ′(vj) (2.4)
where η is call the learning rate and pi the expected output of neuron i. To summarize, the variation
to apply to a given weight depends on the error made (scaled with the learning rate parameter)
times the direction of the activation function represented by its derivative. A similar equation can
be established for learning the bias of each neuron. This computation is nontrivial and necessitates
a lot of calculus. All details about this procedure are present in the famous paper of Rumelhart et
al. [49] and on the online book of Michal Nielsen [40].
2.1.2 Deep Neural Network Training
From one of it first use, with the concept by Kunihiko Fukushima [19] with the Neocognitron (a
precursor to Convolutional Neural Networks) and the wake-sleep algorithm of Hinton et al [25],
Deep Neural Network training or Deep Learning has been a challenging task. The most important
issue is known as vanishing and exploding gradient [7]. It designates a problem occurring during
back-propagation, the impact of the error decreases layer by layer. A succinct example is proposed
by [40] which consist on a simple DNN illustrated by Figure 2.3 with three hidden layers with only
one cell per layer. Each neuron ni has a sigmoid activation function, the weighted input of each
Input n1 n2 n3 n4
w1 w2 w3 w4
Figure 2.3: Small DNN example used in the online book of Michael Nielsen [40] for vanishing gradient
illustration. The DNN is composed of three hidden layers and one neuron per layer.
neuron is denoted by zi, the output by ai and the bias by bi. It is possible to show that given C
any cost function the following equation holds [40].
∂C
∂b1
= σ′(z1)w2σ′(z2)w3σ′(z3)w4σ′(z4)
∂C
∂a1
(2.5)
Given that the activation function is a sigmoid then the maximal of its derivative is 14 . This means
that the repercussion achieved by back-propagation on the first layer will be downgraded by a
factor 116 . This is, of course, a qualitative example but it shows how the gradient can react across
the layers. For this project, the Karel’s DNN implementation of Kaldi2 was used (Section 1.4.3).
To overcome the issues with the gradient, three consecutive steps are proposed:
Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) pre-training - Restricted Boltzmann Machines
(RBMs) are conceptually restricted Neural Network with only two layers [23]. The connections
between neurons inside an RBM are only between layers and bidirectional. This pre-training
step consists of training pairs of connected layers by treating each DNN layers two-by-two as
an RBM. The method used for training is called Contrastive Divergence [23] or CD-1. By
inputting with a given vector to the first layer of the RBM the second layer is then activated
according to the length. It is then possible to reconstruct its image by activating the neurons
previously triggered. Contrastive Divergence aims to minimize the error between the input
vector and its reconstructed image. Conceptually it aims to make the DNN first learn a
representation of the data before performing a discriminative training.
2http://kaldi.sourceforge.net/dnn1.html
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Frame cross-entropy training - The second step is a back-propagation training using
cross-entropy between the input and the output as an error function. The DNN is trained
frame-by-frame.
Sequence-discriminative training - The last step consists of performing a discriminative
training which objective is that the DNN makes a clear distinction between classes. Generally,
this is achieved by using a criterion for the error such as Maximum-mutual information (MMI)
or Minimum Bayes Risk [60]. The DNN is trained for sentences using error aggregation over
many frames and no more frame-by-frame. This last point makes the DNN achieve a more
closed behavior to the ASR needs than a frame-level training.
2.2 Posterior Probabilities
It has been proven that an MLP can approximate any multi-variate functions [65] and especially
[9, 38, 46] model conditional expectation E[T |I] of a target T given an input I. The MLP is
then trained in a discriminative way to model posterior probabilities. Concretely, to produce a
probability vector at the output of an MLP a softmax function is used at the output layer.
More impressive analysis was conducted by [2] to prove that posteriors are speaker-invariant and
encapsulate the phonetic information of the speech. In general, posteriors are high-level features
well suited for speech recognition [69, 72].
As the work presented in this report modify posterior probability vectors formed by a DNN by
making use of various algorithms, it is convenient to name those posteriors. From now they will be
referred as DNN posteriors. It is possible to distinguish several types of posteriors. For the scope
of this report, the focus will be laid on phone and senone posteriors.
2.2.1 Phone Posterior Probabilities
Phone posteriors are estimating the probability of a phone given an input feature. They are
called context independent because they do not encapsulate any knowledge about the phone
sequence/context.
Recently, phone posteriors have been used in multilingual ASR [62]. This is mainly due to their
invariance given a language. Theoretically, it is possible to identify common phones across languages.
The well-known International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) identifies 107 vowels and consonants with
additional variations (such as tone or intonation). Given that observation, it seems reasonable
to use them to build ASR systems which could recognize many languages. Investigations on this
principle have been recently led by researchers [63].
2.2.2 Senone Posterior Probabilities
The second type of posteriors used are called senone posteriors. They estimate the probability of a
complex unit specially tuned for an HMM (Section 3.3.3). Those posteriors are context dependent
because they are part of a tri-phone scheme which holds previous and incoming phone context.
Each senone state describes a phone given a certain situation (previous and next occurring phone).
In that sense, they are generally more accurate than phone posteriors.
The drawback of this method is the number of data needed to train the DNN so their estimation
becomes accurate and thus even if the states of the tri-phones are tied to produce senones.
Furthermore, their use in multilingual ASR is restricted. As the tri-phone structure may vary
from the language it is hard to relocate a trained DNN to another language. In addition, to this,
the fact that the tri-phones states are often tied to form senones makes the process even more
difficult.
2.3 Diagonal Plot of MAP vs. Classification Accuracy
A common experimental technique to visualize the probability correspondence of the posteriors
is to plot the correspondence of the classification rates according to the value of the Maximum
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A-Posteriory (MAP). Each posterior probability vector p consists of the probability of individual
classes given the input feature [p(c1|xt), . . . , p(ck|xt)]. Given that observation, it is possible to
confirm that indeed the given posterior probabilities are describing a true probability distribution.
One can simply regroup the posteriors by the value of their MAP. The MAP associate the most
probable output class to the one yield by the maximum a posteriory probability.
Given a posterior P = [p1, .., pn] the MAP is defined as arg maxi pi. This can be seen as the
most likely class that the posterior probability vector represents. Typically, it is convenient to form
bags between 0 and 1 and assign every posterior to each bag given by its MAP. Then it is simple to
compute the percentage of correctly classified posterior for each bag given the class labels for each
posteriors. This value should be similar to the average value of the bag (ie. if the posteriors have
MAP between 0.6 and 0.7 then the percentage of correctly classified posteriors should be 0.65).
Intuitively speaking, the plot should follow a diagonal trend. This diagonal analysis is proposed
by [10].
Maximum A Posteriori (MAP)
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Figure 2.4: Diagonal plot (red) together with assignation (blue), distribution of posteriors for each bin,
depicting the probability correspondence of posterior probabilities.
Figure 2.4 presents two plots illustrating the distribution of a large number of posterior
probabilities from test posteriors of the database presented in Section 5.2.1. The first plot (in red)
shows the correspondence between posterior classification accuracies as a function of the observed
posterior probabilities (as estimated at the DNN output) of the most likely class. As discussed
earlier, the ”optimal” Bayes classifier should match the diagonal since posterior probabilities are
theoretical estimates of classification accuracies. The closer the posterior distributions are to the
upper right side of this diagonal, better the final performance should be. Hence, the second plot (in
blue) also shows the distribution (number) of posterior vectors within the different bins in [0,1].
The better the quality of the posteriors is the more they will be shifted to the right and thus be
more often correctly classified.
2.4 Summary and Posterior Enhancement
This section explained the structure of a Deep Neural Network as well as its training method.
Moreover, while trained in a discriminative way, the DNN can model posterior probabilities of its
output classes.
A DNN can model a various type of posteriors. For the scope of this report, both phone and
senone posteriors have been detailed, being respectively context independent and context dependent
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high-level features.
Relying on the theory, posteriors probability should optimally be sparse, but, given the arduous
task of DNN training, they are often wrongly estimated and tend to become spurious.
The novel method proposed in this report intents to sparsify the posteriors probabilities by
re-estimating them using low-rank techniques at the output of the DNN. This method will be
investigated on the task of automatic speech recognition and by making use of a combination of
Deep Neural Networks and Hidden Markov Models. This system is described in the next section.
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Section 3
Automatic Speech Recognition
Deep neural network and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) can be combined to achieve a state-of-
the-art system for Automatic Speech Recognition [10, 24]. An HMM is a sequential structure which
enables to compute the likelihood of a sequence of interpretations that match a sequence of input.
For the case of speech recognition, the interpretations can be for example phones. A state Si is used
for each possible interpretation. Each state owns a probability density function which models the
probability of an input given the state itself. The transitions between states are driven by transition
probabilities P (Si+1|Si). Such a structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Ultimately, the HMM is
S1 S2 Si−1 Si
p1 p2 pipi−1
P (S1|S1) P (S2|S2) P (Si|Si)P (Si−1|Si−1)
P (S2|S1) P (Si|Si−1)
Figure 3.1: Example of the structure of an HMM. Each state owns its own probability density function.
The transition between states is driven by transition probabilities.
used to compute the most probable sequence of states given an observation sequence of speech
features. This is conceptually done by computing all the possible probabilities yield by aligning
the observation sequence to a sequence of states. The likelihood is given by a multiplication of
all the obtained probabilities. The goal is then to find the sequence of states which maximize the
likelihood.
As previously stated, an HMM needs probability density functions for each of its states in order
to compute the probability of a speech features given a class p(I|C). By making use of a DNN, it
is possible to estimate the probability of a class given some input p(C|I). This probability can be
scaled with the class likelihood, p(I|C) ∼ p(C|I)P (C) , to obtain the desired probability density function.
The DNN then provides an acoustic model in the form of a probability vector which suits the
needs of the HMM. It is then possible to combine the estimation of the posteriors produced by
the DNN with the power of the HMM to get the most likely sequence of states which model the
observation sequence. This sequence of states is known as the HMM decoding. Such a combination
is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The obtained decoding usually represents a sequence of phones or other
sub-phones units which can be easily converted to words and sentences which represent the speech
transcription.
While estimating class-conditional posteriors probabilities for an HMM, a DNN outperforms
other methods, such as Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs). This section proposes a description of
the principles of the DNN-HMM hybrid used in speech recognition tasks.
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Figure 3.2: Automatic Speech Recognition division in sub-tasks for a DNN-HMM hybrid.
3.1 Automatic Speech Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) refers to the task of extracting speech transcription from
spoken signals. It can be implemented using the classical structure of pattern recognition which
can be split into sub-tasks, as illustrated in Figure 3.2, which are
Feature Extraction - Given an audio signal that contains spoken utterances the goal of the
feature extraction is to transform this continuous signal into discrete values (usually vectors
which encode the time-frames). Those values should be specifically designed to help the
system to perform recognition on this signal. Meaning that most of the semantic information
of the time frame should be sampled to achieve recognition. This extraction is usually done
using Spectral features.
Acoustic Modeling - The features are used to produce acoustic models. For the scope of this
report, a Deep Neural Network has been used to produce acoustic models know as posterior
probabilities.
Decoding - Decoder purpose is the extraction of text transcriptions using a sequence of acoustic
models. Such a work is usually done by Hidden Markov Models. It generally makes use of
grammatical priors such as words used in typical context for example.
Many combinations are possible and others sub-tasks can be added such as pre-processing on the
audio data to remove noise. This general scheme roughly describes how proposed solutions to ASR
are designed.
3.2 Spectral Features Extraction
The purpose of feature extraction is to distillate from a signal only the useful information which
allows performing optimum decision on its content. In the case of speech recognition given a
complex continuous audio signal, feature extraction allows to transform it into discrete and simpler
features. The standard model for speech signal is based on the following principle [2].
f(t) = e(t)h(t) (3.1)
where h denotes the modification of the voice, which is more speaker or context dependent, and e
denotes the actual informative content of the speech (usually phonemes). The common features
used for speech applications are the Cepstrum-based features. It is possible to list two main class
of features Perceptual Linear Prediction (PLP) and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC).
For the scoop of this work, only MFCC features were used. The creation of MFCC features given
some input audio signal can be decomposed into the following steps.
1. A division of the signal using Hamming windows is performed. The signal is divided into
frames using sampling. Hamming windows then allow putting more emphasis in the center
amplitudes of the windows.
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2. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is applied to extract the power spectrum. Only the frequency
domain is needed because it is where the speech information is mostly encoded [42].
3. The interesting power of the resultant spectrum are kept by using Mel scale filterbanks. It
keeps only the powers that human is supposed to hear. As speech applications are mostly
human-oriented it is not meaningless to rely on the human hearing system to model the
features. In this case, it means that more the components with lower frequency tend to be
kept.
4. Logarithm operation is also applied to the previously obtained vectors.
5. The number of components is then reduced usually down to 13.
6. Finally the vectors obtained are decorrelated by applying a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT).
In general, as speech is continuous in time, there is a strong correlation between each feature
computed. For this reason it is common to had to those features vectors first and second order
temporal derivatives know as ∆ and double-∆ (or ∆ ∆). Those derivatives are computed over a
context of 5 frames [20]. Which leads to an 39 dimensional vector (13 MFCC features plus 13 ∆
and 13 ∆∆ derivatives)
3.3 Hidden Markov Model
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) is an efficient method to model a piecewise stationary observation
sequence [43]. An HMM follows the structure of a Markov Chain which the states sequence
underlying the observable stochastic process is hidden.
As example, [43] proposes a game with multiple jars containing colored balls. The player
picks and put back balls from the jars in a certain sequence. The sequence of jars hidden but the
probability of picking a certain color given a jar is known. By having the sequence of color it is
possible to compute the most probable sequence of jars on which the balls has been picked.
For the case of speech recognition, the goal is to align extracted speech feature to a previously
drawn Markov model. It is like trying to find the most likely sequence of jars (states) producing
the best match to the sequence of colors (features). In that case, the sequence of states that
should encode the sequence of features is hidden and needs to be estimated. Concretely, a Bayesian
probability maximization problem is computed, expressed as
I˜ = arg max
I
p(X|I)P (I)
p(X)
(3.2)
where I is the set of all the possible interpretations, X is the feature sequence and I˜ represent
the most probable interpretation. In the case of speech recognition, the interpretations can be for
example phonemes or words. P (I) can be estimated by prior knowledge about the grammar or
the language. p(X) is generally computed using a training set and denotes the probability of the
observation to occurs. The production of p(X|I) which is the core of the HMM method is more
complicated. One way to do is to introduce a new variable Q to get (3.3).
p(X|I) =
∑
Q∈Ψ
p(X|Q, I)P (Q|I) (3.3)
where X = [x1, . . . , xN ] denotes an sequence of N observations and Ψ = [q1, . . . , qN ] denotes the
set of all state sequence of length N . Rearranging (3.4) yields to :
p(X|I) =
∑
Q∈ΨI
p(X|Q)P (Q) (3.4)
where ΨI is a restriction of Ψ where P (Q|I) needs to be non-zero. Assuming now that
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1. The states follows a Markov chain, P (qi) =
i∏
t=1
(qt|qt−1). This means that the probability of
then next event only depends on the previous event.
2. Each observation is independent given the others: p(X|Q) =
N∏
t=1
p(xt|qt). Meaning that the
components of the multivariate random variable X are not correlated and thus independent.
The probability can be expressed as
p(X|I) =
∑
ΨI
N∏
t=1
p(xt|qt)P (qt|qt−1) (3.5)
Given (3.5), it is possible to compute the probability of the observation X given the class I. An
illustration of this procedure is given by Figure 3.3.
Q1 Q2 Q3
P (Xi|p1) P (Xi+1|p2) P (Xi+2|p3)
P (Q1|Q1) P (Q2|Q2) P (Q3|Q3)
P (Q2|Q1) P (Q3|Q2)
Figure 3.3: Illustration of the HMM structure with three states. Each state is in relation with a probability
density function pi and Xt represent some observation at time t. This kind of model is often called
left-to-right model and encodes a temporal structure.
In practice, the structure of the HMM is generally drawn by hand. Some methods propose to
learn the HMM structure [51].
The states probabilities are then learned from training data. Given some observations coming
from the test data, one can compute all the probabilities among all the states and choose the path
that leads to the highest probability as an interpretation of the observations. This path is called a
decoded alignment. On the opposite, it is possible to align a signal, which transcription is known,
to a sequence of states. This alignment is called forced alignments and is generally used to label
the training data. Details about this procedure are given by [43].
Of course, computing all paths is CPU demanding. If the number of states is N and the number
of observations is T then one should do 2 ∗N ∗NT computations to get all the path probabilities.
Given a simple example if N = 10 and T = 100 (10 states and 100 observations which relatively low
comparing a real-case scenario) then the number of computations needed is ≈ 10100. More suitable
solutions in terms of computation steps are given by the Viterbi algorithm [18].
3.3.1 Viterbi Algorithm for Word Sequence Decoding
Based on dynamic programing the Viterbi algorithm is used in this specific case to find the lowest-
cost path in the graph of all possible probabilities alignments for a given observation. Given the
states Ω = [q1, . . . , qt] of a hidden Markov model, initial probabilities pii of being in state qi and the
transition probabilities p(qj |qi) describing the possibility of transition from state qi to qj . The most
likely state sequence q˜1 . . . q˜r that describes some observation I = [i1, . . . , ir] is given by Algorithm 1.
This algorithm may seems hard at first glance but can be seen by a straightforward low-cost path
selection on a graph. It can be summarized into finding the shortest path on that graph by finding
step-by-step the lowest-cost path to the next state starting to the previous state reached. The path
gives the state sequence [q˜1 . . . q˜r] which fits the best the observation I = [i1, . . . , ir]. This graph
description is illustrated by Figure 3.4.
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Algorithm 1: Sample Viterbi algorithm for HMM states alignment
Input : Ω = [q1, . . . , qt], initial probabilities pii of being in state qi, transition probabilities
p(qj |qi) and observation I = [i1, . . . , ir].
Output : q˜1 . . . q˜r the most likely state sequence that describe I and its associated likelihood.
1 C1,n := p(i1|qn)pin;
2 c1,n := arg maxn p(i1|qn)pin;
3 q˜1 = qc1,n ;
4 for k ← 2 to r do
5 Ck,n := maxm(p(ik|qn)p(qm|qn)Ck−1,n);
6 ck,n := arg maxm(p(ik|qn)p(qm|qn)Ck−1,n);
7 q˜i = qc1,n ;
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Figure 3.4: Viterbi algorithm seen as a lowest-cost path problem.
3.3.2 Gaussian Mixture Model for State Emission Probabilities
Given an observation I the probability distribution p(I|qt) has to be modeled from the training
data for each state qt. A simple way to do is to use a single Gaussian and to model it by finding
the variance σ2j and mean µj . Those parameters are usually estimated by µˆj and σˆ
2
j found by
applying statistical methods. But the reals probability distributions may not be Gaussian. In order
to counteract this effect Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) are often used to model those complex
probability density functions. The idea consists by the density functions of the state by a weighted
sum of k Gaussian (or Normal).
qi(xt) =
k∑
j=1
wjN (xt, µj , σ2j ) (3.6)
The numbers of Gaussian used, their parameters and the weights are learned using the training
data [2]. The method first make use of Expectation-Minimization [13, 36] algorithm to find the
actual values of wj , µj and σ
2
j . The number of Gaussian is then estimated using two strategies
1. The number of Gaussian used is increased until some convergence criteria is reached.
2. The data used from training is clustered using an unsupervised clustering algorithm such as
k-Means [66]. A Gaussian is then associated with each cluster. Each Gaussian parameters
can be estimated by using the data on each cluster.
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3.3.3 Tied-States of Tri-Phones or Senones
Often by using HMM the main problem is the lack of training data, especially while using GMM.
If the model is complex and the amount of available data is limited then problems of training
can occur. One can overcome this issue by making use of tied-states or senones in a tri-phone
HMM model [68]. In that case states within and across phones are tied together by using the
same probability distribution. This allows sharing data between states for modeling the probability
distribution functions. This can model phones which start slightly with the same acoustic and thus
model similar tri-phones with the same training data. In fact, apparently non-related states will be
put together for modeling and during decoding, tri-phone context will help to differentiate them.
This modelling takes place in four steps.
1. The tri-states are modeled for each monophone using their own Gaussian.
2. States are bound together to form tri-phones.
3. Similar states are tied together inside tri-phone with similar monophones. A representative
state is chosen and other similar state are identified to it.
4. The number of Gaussian needed for each new tied-state can be estimated using some develop-
ment set.
Figure 3.5 illustrates this procedure.
Figure 3.5: Procedure to build tied-states. Figure from Young et al. [68]
3.4 DNN-HMM Hybrid
Section 2.2 explains that the output of a DNN can be seen as a posterior probability vector of its
outputs classes conditioned on the current input In the case of ASR, they often model high-level
components such as phones or sub-phones probabilities.
As introduced in [9, 10], hybrid HMM-ANN systems are using ANN posterior output instead of
GMMs by considering an HMM which states correspond to the outputs of the DNN. Using training
data one can compute the prior of each class and thus compute the scaled probability that can be
used in an HMM with the following formula using Bayes’ rule :
p(It|qt = i) = p(qt = i|It)p(It)
p(qt = i)
(3.7)
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where It is the observation at time t for state qt and p(qt = i) is the prior probability of class i.
This estimation method for the HMM states is described in details in [10]. According to [2] using
DNN to estimate the emission from the data is better for three reasons
1. The DNN is discriminant among the classes.
2. Being able to use frame context can better model correlation between the acoustic features.
3. The non-linear classification of the DNN is better to achieve segmentation on the non-trivial
boundaries of the acoustic space.
The model mainly used is a tri-phone DNN-HMM hybrid [60]. Generally, the training of such an
architecture can be done in five main steps.
1. Construct a monophone HMM making use of standard MFCC or PLP features.
2. Produce a tri-phone HMM by making use of prior knowledge about the grammar.
3. Use tied-states (Section 3.3.3) to overcome the potential lack of training data.
4. Produce forced HMM alignments for the training-data to have ground truth to train the
DNN.
5. Train the DNN using the forced alignments as ground truth and acoustic features as input.
Once the DNN-HMM hybrid is constructed the decoding of any new speech signal consist of
processing extracted features with the help of a DNN and use the posteriors produced to fill the
HMM and to get decodings.
3.5 Summary
The DNN-HMM hybrid has been presented in this section. By making use of posterior probabilities
estimation, the DNN can be coupled to an HMM and produce a robust paradigm that can be used
to solve ASR problems without the need of GMMs.
As stated in Section 2.4, the posteriors estimated by the DNN of the DNN-HMM hybrid system
are going to be enhanced. This will be achieved by using the following methods.
• Low-Rank Representation methods on class-specific posteriors (Section 6).
• Low-Rank Representation combined with clustering methods to achieve multi-subspace
enhancement (Section 7).
The following sections detail the low-rank representation methods needed to lower the rank of
matrices of posteriors of the same class-membership.
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Section 4
Low-Rank Representation
Methods
To enhance the posterior probabilities acoustic models, several low-rank representation algorithms
are used. Their main goal is to reduce the rank of matrices formed by aggregating posteriors of the
same class-membership. Four main approaches are considered here; Principal Component Analysis,
Robust Principal Component Analysis, Low-Rank Representation, and Sparse Recovery. Especially,
Robust Principal Component Analysis and Low-Rank Representation both use specifically a low-
rank criterion in their respective cost function by making use of the nuclear norm (sum of singular
values of a given matrix) as well as an error extracting part using l1 norm to extract sparse error.
Principal Component Analysis can be computed using an SVD singular values truncation procedure
which similarity reduces the rank of the matrix. Sparse Recovery is not intended for rank reduction,
but taking into account that posteriors should ideally by sparse vectors, thus, the projection
achieved by sparse recovery will tend to sparsify the posteriors and reduce the rank of matrices
formed by posteriors of the same class. A brief review of those techniques is stated in this section.
4.1 Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a powerful tool to perform analysis and denoising of
high-dimensional data when the structure is unknown. Relying on singular values decomposition
(SVD), PCA performs a linear transformation of the data. Let X be the matrix containing the
observed samples PCA aims at finding P such that
Y = PX (4.1)
where Y is the new representation of X over the new set of basis P that expresses the samples in a
better way. An explanation of PCA is proposed by [52]. This better expression of the samples can
be represented by the covariance matrix of X. By setting CX as the covariance matrix of X and
CY as the covariance matrix of Y PCA aims for finding CY such that its off-diagonal terms are
zeros (meaning that Y is fully decorrelated). PCA use singular value decomposition to achieve this
goal. Let E denote the matrix containing the eigenvectors of CX as the columns then the following
equations hold. If P is chosen such that each row is an eigenvector of XXT the following equation
holds.
CY =
1
n
Y Y T =
1
n
(PX)(PX)T
= P (
1
n
XXTPT )
= P (CX)P
T
= PPTDPPT = D
(4.2)
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where D is a diagonal matrix. The last step holds due to the fact that PT = P−1 which is proven
in [52]. The eigenvectors of XXT are called principal components of X. To obtain a matrix with
reduced rank by using PCA, SVD can be used directly [52]. The procedure consists of two steps:
1. Scale the data points by subtracting the mean of the points.
2. Apply SVD on this new matrix.
A dimensionality reduction can be achieved by forcing the smaller singular values to zero up to the
desired rank.
This method is straightforward and no parameters are required. The real problem is that the
data is assumed to be Gaussian and the axis to be orthogonal. The orthogonal assumption comes
from the orthogonal projection that PCA does. The Gaussian assumption is slightly different and
comes from the covariance matrix. If the covariance of two Gaussian random variable is zero then
they are not correlated (by definition of the correlation) and in addition, they are also independent.
This property only holds for Gaussian distributions and thus, it is needed to be sure that CY is
decorrelated.
4.2 Robust-PCA
Robust Principal Component Analysis (RPCA) is a robust version of PCA. Given a matrix
D ∈ Rm×n and r  min(n,m), the dimension aimed after reduction, PCA can be seen as the
following minimization.
min
A,E
‖E‖F , s.t. rank(A)≤ r, M = A+ E (4.3)
where E represents the noise matrix and it is assumed to be i.i.d and Gaussian. However, RPCA
proposes a slightly different minimization criteria and aims not to reduce the dimensionality of the
representation by “truncating” a certain number of components but tries to reduce the rank of the
given matrix M through
min
A,E
rank(A) + λ‖E‖1 , s.t. M = A+ E (4.4)
The rank function is relaxed to the nuclear norm to obtain a convex cost function for optimization
to get (4.5).
min
A,E
‖A‖∗ + λ‖E‖1 , s.t. M = A+ E (4.5)
where ‖.‖∗ denotes the nuclear norm that is the sum of the singular values of the matrix. It was
proven that RPCA perform well when the data structure suggested by the matrix M lies on a
single subspace [30]. Implementation of RPCA used for this work has been done by Minming
Chen and Arvind Ganesh, copyright: Perception and Decision Laboratory, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign1 which make use of the Augmented Lagrange Multiplier (ALM) method to
solve the convex optimization problem.
4.3 Low-Rank Representation
If the data matrix M does not represent a single low-rank subspace (but a combination of many
low-rank subspaces for example) one can use the Low-Rank Representation (LRR) algorithm to
extract noise from the matrix. LRR proposes a slightly different minimization function than RPCA
which is
min
Z,E
rank(Z) + λ‖E‖l , s.t. M = DZ + E (4.6)
where D is a dictionary that linearly spans the data space. l denotes a various choice of norm
that can be used. The rank function will also be relaxed to the nuclear norm. As indicated by its
name, LRR propose to find a low-rank representation of the data M using the dictionary D while
1http://perception.csl.illinois.edu/matrix-rank/sample_code.html
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extracting sparse error. The l1 norm that defines the sparse error can also be changed to l21 norm
and will enable removal of outliers. Others variants are developed to overcome under sampling
problems [31]. The code used in this project is taken from LRSLibrary2. The code itself is part of
the work of Zhouchen et al. [29].
4.4 Sparse Reconstruction
By using sparse techniques, it is also possible to decrease the rank of matrices. Posterior probability
vectors lie in a low-dimensional space. Using dictionary learning and sparse recovery, it is possible
to project the data into the space of the dictionary. Since the dictionary is learned to represent the
space of posteriors, sparse recovery enables projection into this low-dimensional space, thus reduces
the rank of posterior subspaces. The following sections review the procedure of sparse recovery to
achieve this goal.
4.4.1 Dictionary Learning for Sparse Representation
Consider a set of observations X ∈ Rn and D a dictionary (usually an over-complete basis) that
spans the set of observations. The sparse coding of a vector x ∈ X over D aims to find a sparse
vector α (with only a few coefficients that are non-zeros) such that x = Dα. The solution of such a
problem can be find by solving the following equation
arg min
α
‖x−Dα‖22 + λ‖α‖0 (4.7)
where λ is a constant. Because of the non-convex nature of the l0 norm the equation is relaxed to
the l1 norm. The main problem with such an approach is always to find a reliable D that spans the
data. Given a space N such that dim(N) = n, an over-complete basis D must satisfy the following
properties.
1. ∀x ∈ N, x = ∑ki=1 aiDi, for Di a entry of D
2. k < N
Using an over-complete basis might not immediately seem useful. On the standard case of a
non-noisy matrix one only needs the same amount of vectors as the dimension of the space to cover
all possible linear combination and thus span the whole sparse. As the basis is now over-complete
each x has no more unique representation in the basis D. One must so force the algorithm to take
only a few components to form the linear combination. This action of taking “just a few” is called
sparsity enforcement. To achieve a sparse linear combination of the vectors a new criterion has to
be introduced. The over-complete basis and the coefficients for each projection have to be learn in
parallel. This leads to solving the following equation.
min
ai,Bi
‖x−
k∑
i=1
aiBi‖2F + λ
k∑
i=1
|ai| (4.8)
Solving such an equation in parallel in not feasible and need a smarter approach. Such an algorithm
is proposed by [32] and its pseudo code is given by Algorithm 2 taken from [15].
4.4.2 Sparse Recovery
Given an observed vector feature y and a dictionary D that supports y, the idea of sparse-recovery
is to find the projection x such that
min
x
‖x‖0 , s.t. Dx = y (4.9)
2https://github.com/andrewssobral/lrslibrary
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Algorithm 2: Online Dictionary Learning Algorithm
Input :Z = [z1, ..., zt] ∈ Rk×m the input vectors, λ ∈ R a regularization parameter and an
initial estimate for the dictionary D(0) ∈ Rk×m
Output :D(t) dictionary f
1 for t← 1 to t do
/* Sparse Coding of zt to get αt */
2 αt := arg minα{ 12 ||zt −D(t−1)α||22 + λ||α||1};
/* Updating D(t) with previous D(t−1) */
3 D(t) := arg minD{ 1t
∑t
i=1(
1
2 ||zi −Dαi||22 + λ||αt||1)};
Because of the non-convexity of l0 norm (4.9) is often relaxed to l1 norm which gives
min
x
‖x‖1 , s.t. Dx = y (4.10)
Subject to the following conditions, it is proven [70] that the solution x to the upper problem is
unique. Let I = supp(y) and s = sign(yI)
1. AI is full column rank.
2. It exist v such that ATI = s and ‖ATI ‖Inf < 1.
4.5 Summary
The proposed low-rank representation methods, namely, PCA, robust-PCA, LRR, and sparse
reconstruction will be used to achieve posteriors enhancement as suggested by Section 3.5. PCA and
robust-PCA are mainly focused on single subspace cases while LRR is designed for multi-subspace
rank reduction. Sparse reconstruction will be used in Section 6.1.1 to produce enhanced sparse
coded posteriors using dictionary learning and sparse recovery. Furthermore, clustering techniques,
detailed in Appendix A, will be needed to achieve a multi-subspace enhancement.
The next section proposes the evaluation criterion to estimate the quality of the posteriors after
rank lowering as well as their impact on the task of automatic speech recognition.
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Section 5
Evaluation Procedure
Experimental analysis must rely on established methods to evaluate the effectiveness of a given
system. In this section, the metrics and setup for the experimental evaluation of posterior acoustic
models and ASR are described.
5.1 Posterior Probabilities
Two main approaches are used to compute the quality of a given set of posteriors probabilities.
Relying on the low-rank hypothesis, the rank of a matrix formed by an aggregation of posteriors
belonging to the same class is used as quality indicator. To compute the rank of a matrix of
posteriors, which are often corrupted with sparse noise, an approximate rank computation is needed.
Furthermore, the quality of the posteriors also depend on their ability to be accurate estimates of
posterior probabilities. For that reason, the diagonal plot is presented in this section.
5.1.1 95-V Rank
The “95-V rank” is a method to compute an approximate rank of a matrix of low-rank components
contaminated with sparse noise. The “95-V rank” of a matrix is indicated by the number of singular
values to keep so that 95% of the matrix variability in term of Frobenius norm is keep. The matrix
produced by keeping the k highest singular values of the matrix X is denoted by Xk. The method
finds the smallest k that satisfy the following equation:
min
k
‖X −Xk‖F
‖X‖F < 0.05 (5.1)
The procedure for solving this problem is summarized in Algorithm 3. It is possible to change the
value of 95% to any other value. This values indeed depends on the quality of the given matrix as
well as the level of sparse noise present.
5.1.2 Diagonal Plot of MAP vs. Classification Accuracy
The diagonal plot proposed by Section 2.3 describes the quality of a given set of posteriors in two
ways
1. The more the posteriors are confined to the right of the plot the better their underlying
quality is. While lying to the right side of the plot, posteriors tend to be classified correctly
more often.
2. If the plot produced by this correspondence tend to follows the diagonal then it means that
they are accurate estimates of the posterior probabilities.
The class label for each posterior are obtained using HMM forced alignments. This test is important
to examine if any method modifying posteriors still gives a good approximation of posterior
probabilities.
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Algorithm 3: Pseudocode to compute the “95-V rank” of a matrix
Input : Noisy matrix X
Output : k “95-V rank” of the matrix X
1 a=number-of-rows(X); b=number-of-columns(X)
2 Initialization: k=0; Xk=zeros(a,b); Sˆ=zeros(a,b)
3 X=log(X+eps)
4 [U ,S,V ]=svd(X)
5 while ‖X−Xk‖F‖X‖F < 0.05 do
6 k+=1
7 Sˆ(k, k)=S(k, k)
8 Xk = USˆV
T
9 return k
5.2 Automatic Speech Recognition
The database as well as the setup for the DNN-HMM hybrid is presented in this section. In addition,
a quality indicator for the accuracy of the transcriptions obtained using the DNN-HMM hybrid is
computed using the Word Error Rate (WER).
5.2.1 Speech Database
An important aspect of the evaluation procedure is the database used to judge the quality of the
methods. The experimental evaluation of this report is based on the Numbers’95 database [12].
More particularly on a subset of it which consists only of the digits from “zero” to “nine” also
including “oh”. This set will be called for further references the Digits database. This leads to
a total of 11 distinct words plus silence. The data set is multi-speaker, and it is divided into 3
different sets: training set (51’311 words) used to train the DNN, development set (17’916 words)
used as cross validation to fine-tune the DNN and test set used for speech recognition (13’967
words).
5.2.2 DNN Architecture
A DNN has been used to estimate the posterior probabilities acoustic models. Its architecture
consists of three hidden layers with 1024 nodes. It is trained to estimate both context depend and
context independent posteriors by using respectively 557 tri-phone tied states (senones) and 27
phones probabilities.
The number of tri-phones states can reach up to 18252 (26×27×26), and has been reduced by
Kaldi algorithms to 557 tied-states (Section 3.3.3).
The input features of the DNN consist of MFCC features plus ∆ and ∆∆ by making use of a
context of 9 frames. The window size was set to 10ms. This leads to an input layer of dimension
351 (39×9) and output dimension of either 557 (senones) or 83 (states). The phone posteriors are
obtained by mapping every 3 exclusive states to a phone to obtain phone posterior probabilities.
Specific Kaldi commands which allows to get context independent states representing high level
phones, details can be found in Kaldi webpage1
The DNN trained using Kaldi toolkit (Section 1.4.3). Phone posterior probabilities were inferred
using state-of-the-art method relying on state posteriors re-estimation.
5.2.3 ASR Word Error Rate
The Word Error Rate (WER) of an ASR system is one of the most important metric to measure
its effectiveness. Given a reference transcription TR of N words and a decoded transcription TD
the goal is to know how well TD estimate TR. It is possible to compute via dynamic programing
1see http://kaldi-asr.org/ for details.
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the number of insertions I, deletions D and substitutions S made by TD given the reference. The
WER is then defined as
WER =
D + S + I
N
(5.2)
This measure simply describes the edit distance between TD and TR. Even if this measure is not
the only criterion for ASR quality, it is still a decent indicator [64].
5.3 Summary
In this section, methods for evaluation of the posteriors quality (“95-V rank” and the diagonal plot)
and a method for automatic speech recognition evaluation (WER) have been detailed. The “95-V
rank” allows to compute an approximate rank of a noisy matrix and the diagonal plot gives a visual
feedback of the quality of posterior probabilities. The impact on the ASR system of the enhanced
posteriors can be estimated using the WER, to compute the effectiveness of the posteriors, and the
McNemar significance test (see Appendix B), to compare results yield by different systems.
The database and the DNN architecture have also been presented. All those methods aims to
prove that the proposed method lead to posterior enhancement and thus ASR improvement.
The next sections, Section 6 and Section 7, present the experimental results conducted on
respectively class-specific and multi-subspace acoustic models.
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Section 6
Experiments on Class-Specific
Enhanced Acoustic Models
In this section, various metrics are used to evaluate the quality of posterior probabilities including
the entropy, correlation, MAP accuracy, as well as rank reduction. Analysis on the rank of matrices
of posterior vectors belonging to the same class is found to be a strong indicator of their quality. It
is found that as the rank of the class-specific matrices is decreased, the ASR accuracy is improved.
6.1 Analysis of Sparse Reconstructed Posteriors
Earlier work has shown that sparse reconstruction leads to enhanced posterior probabilities, and
higher ASR accuracy [16]. Hence, different analysis are conducted to compare the DNN posteriors
with the sparse reconstructed enhanced posteriors. Deep investigations help better understanding
of the properties of posterior vector space, and quantify their accuracy for ASR acoustic models.
6.1.1 Projected Posterior Probabilities
The procedure to obtain the sparse reconstructed posteriors is as follows. First, the posterior
probability vectors from the training set are used to learn dictionaries for sparse representation of
each senone posterior class D1, . . . , Dm. Then, sparse representation of the test posterior vectors
are computed using group sparse recovery over the aggregation of all dictionaries D = [D1, . . . , Dm].
The test posterior is then reconstructed using sparse representation vector α and the dictionary D,
as Dα. This sparse reconstruction enables projection of the test posteriors in the space of training
posterior vectors. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.1. The algorithms are briefly described
in Section 4.4.1; more details can be found in [16].
6.1.2 Analysis of Entropy
The first analysis carried out was on the entropy of the projected posteriors. The idea was to
perform the same analysis as in [2] to verify if any variation of the entropy could give an explanation
of this ASR improvement. Entropy is a good measure of the error / uncertainties that may be
present in the posterior probability vectors. Hence, the entropy of each posterior probability vector
for both DNN and projected posteriors were computed.
The posteriors are processed in two groups: correctly and incorrectly classified posteriors based
on matching MAP labels with their ground truth labels obtained from HMM forced alignments.
The results are illustrated in Figures 6.2 and 6.3
The entropy seems to increase slightly for projected posteriors. However, the overall number of
high entropy posteriors are reduced. This behavior does not give a clear explanation of the acoustic
modeling improvement. Slightly higher entropy may be the result of the cost function used for
dictionary learning. Revision of the cost function, enabling sparse and low-entropy representation
and projection, has to be investigated.
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Figure 6.1: Projection of test posteriors into the low-dimensional space of training posteriors using sparse
recovery. In the first step, class-specific dictionaries D1, D2, . . . , Dm are learned for sparse representation
of training posteriors. An aggregated dictionary will be formed using all class-specific dictionaries as
D = [D1, D2, . . . , Dm]. Sparse representation α of test posteriors are obtained through group sparse recovery
that takes into account the internal partitioning structure of the dictionary. Finally, the projection of test
posteriors is obtained via the reconstruction Dα.
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Figure 6.2: Entropy of DNN posteriors.
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Figure 6.3: Entropy of projected posteriors.
6.1.3 Analysis of Correlation
The second analysis was performed on the correlation between senone posterior classes. The
hypothesis is that the correlation between posteriors of different classes is reduced, thus, classification
of posteriors becomes more accurate. In order to compute a correlation between all senone classes a
representative of each senone class was computed as an average vector. All the posteriors belonging
to a specific senone class were extracted and the average representative is computed as the mean of
all posterior vectors.
The correlation between all the senone representatives is computed using Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient and an average is computed for all the senone classes. Pearson
coefficient was chosen as it is the most usual coefficient used for random variables comparison.
Table 6.1 shows the average correlation coefficients computed. The results show that the projected
posteriors seem to have a slightly higher correlation between the classes, although the difference is
substantially small.
Method Average correlation
DNN posteriors 0.010
Projected posteriors 0.015
Table 6.1: Average correlation between all senone classes for DNN and projected posteriors.
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6.1.4 Analysis of MAP Accuracies
The third analysis is performed on the probability correspondence of the posteriors. The theory of
posterior probability as stated in Section 2.2 asserts that each posterior vector ideally follows a
probability correspondence rule. Namely, the value of the MAP should indicate the classification
accuracy of the posterior vectors. This rule is shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5 respectively, both
describing the behavior of the DNN and projected posteriors.
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Figure 6.4: Diagonal plot of MAP vs. classifica-
tion accuracy for DNN posteriors.
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Figure 6.5: Diagonal plot of MAP vs. classifica-
tion accuracy for projected posteriors.
By computing the squared error between the computed classification accuracies and the optimal
diagonal line, it is possible to estimate which curve fit the best. The results are listed in Table 6.2,
projected posteriors fit slightly better to the optimal diagonal line.
Method Squared error
DNN posteriors 0.0023
Projected posteriors 0.0016
Table 6.2: Error between computed and expected accuracies.
6.1.5 Analysis of Ranks
The fourth analysis was based on the rank of the posteriors subspaces. The hypothesis is that DNN
uncertainties in the estimation of class-conditional probabilities is reduced in projected posteriors.
These uncertainties lead to spurious and unstructured components in the posterior probabilities.
This spurious noise can be quantified by analyzing the rank of class-specific matrices of posterior
vectors.
Using directly a mathematical rank computation over those matrices is not really meaningful. In
fact, the spurious uncertainties in the posterior probability vectors could easily make those matrices
full rank. To alleviate this problem, a slightly different approach based on SVD decomposition
(Section 5.1.1) was used. The idea is to keep a certain number of singular values and drop the
lowest ones such that reconstruction with this truncated singular values preserves a certain amount
of Frobenius norm of the original matrix. In this analysis, 95% variability was preserved.
It is possible to make this analysis more precise by splitting the posteriors belonging to each
class into two sub-groups as correctly and incorrectly classified posteriors based on MAP. This
splitting allows seeing more contrasted results. Figure 6.6 and 6.7 show the results of the “95V-rank”
computation over the set of all the senone classes of the posterior probabilities. Table 6.3 also
shows the results for the average of the rank over all the senone classes. This analysis clearly shows
the average rank reduction by comparing the DNN and projected posteriors. Therefore,
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Figure 6.6: “95V-rank” plot for DNN posteriors
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Figure 6.7: “95V-rank” plot for projected
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Method Correct rank avg Incorrect rank avg
DNN posteriors 36.7 45.5
Projected posteriors 12.0 21.8
Table 6.3: Average rank over all the senone classes for both DNN and projected posteriors and cor-
rectly/incorrectly classified posteriors .
to enhance the acoustic models, the rank of matrices of posteriors belonging
to the same class has to be reduced.
Further studies are conducted to enforce this observation. In particular, the use of low-rank
representation algorithms to achieve enhancement of the posteriors quality in a supervised and
unsupervised approaches are considered. Along with the rank analysis, the diagonal plot of MAP
vs. classification accuracy is also a good indicator of the improved quality of the posteriors for ASR
acoustic models.
6.2 Analysis of Single Subspace Low-Rank Representation
of Posteriors
In this study, three low-rank representation algorithms are considered, namely, PCA (Section 4.1),
robust-PCA (Section 4.2) and LRR (Section 4.3).
Senone posteriors are divided into class specific groups according to their ground truth labels
obtained from HMM forced alignments. For each class, individual matrices of senone posteriors are
constructed. Then, three algorithms are applied on those matrices to obtain low-rank representation.
To evaluate the new posteriors,“95V-ranks” and diagonal plots are used. For computation efficiency,
the matrices were processed in batches of 1000 posterior vectors. Also, PCA has been applied on
log-posteriors. Table 6.4 shows the results using the three algorithms. It is clear that the more the
rank decreases, the more the performance of the ASR increases.
The diagonal plots are illustrated in Figures 6.10, 6.11, 6.12 and 6.13 which confirms that the
posteriors after low-rank representation are better than the baseline DNN posteriors. This is the
case because most of the posteriors have been pushed to the right side of the diagonal which means
that more of them are now classified correctly. A strange behavior might be observed when too
small number vectors are considered for MAP estimation and classification accuracy; thus, the
computed percentage of correctly classified posteriors is no more reliable. This can be observed in
Figure 6.11. Using the ground truth labels for low-rank representation to achieve a better ASR is
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Method ASR WER Correct rank avg Incorrect rank avg
DNN posteriors 2.6% 36.7 45.5
LRR enhanced posteriors 0.4% 11.4 14.3
robust-PCA enhanced posteriors 0.4% 7.6 11.7
PCA enhanced posteriors 0.3% 4.6 7.9
Table 6.4: Results in terms of ASR WER and ranks for baseline DNN posteriors and various low-rank
methods (size of DNN output = 557).
of course not a real case scenario, but it confirms that lowering the rank of posterior feature space
indicates more accurate acoustic modeling for ASR.
Until now a clear distinction between the senone classes has been made. As the posteriors
representing each senone class have their own subspace, single subspace rank reduction algorithms
such as PCA and robust PCA perform very well. This is no more the case when dealing with mixed
class posteriors in complete utterances.
Each posterior probability should ideally look like a standard basis, i.e. [00...010...0], which
is not the case due to DNN uncertainties or noise. However, the posterior probability vectors
lie in the low-dimensional subspaces. This intuition can be visualized by using a t-SNE plot as
described in Appendix C; t-SNE is an interesting algorithm which allows 2D or 3D visualization
of high-dimensional data while preserving the notion of locality in space. As shown in Figure 6.8,
posteriors probabilities belonging to the same senone class form visible patterns, and it might
indicate that they lie in multiple low-dimensional subspaces. In addition, the 2D distribution of
posteriors according to the word they belong is illustrated in Figure 6.9. This also clearly shows
the clustering of posteriors at the word level.
t-SNE for frame clustering of standard posteriors (1000 representatives)
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Figure 6.8: t-SNE visualization of senone posterior of some classes: Each senone class has 1000
representatives plotted. Distinct patterns are visible across different classes.
Since PCA and robust-PCA are not formulated to work with multiple subspaces [30], it was
chosen to focus on LRR which has been specially designed to lower the rank of matrices that
encapsulate more than one subspace [30]. After seeing that indeed the rank of posteriors was
closely related to ASR improvement, the idea was to use some enhancement method directly at the
utterance level and to enhance the posteriors in an on-line fashion.
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Figure 6.9: t-SNE plot for DNN posteriors distinguished with different colors for each words. The
posteriors belonging to the same word tend to be clustered.
The LRR algorithm parameters have been chosen as λ = 0.2 and D has been chosen as the
left eigenvectors of the singular value decomposition over representatives from the training data
that preserve 95% of the Frobenius norm. The details of this procedure will be explained later in
Section 7.1.1.
Figures 6.10–6.13 illustrate the diagonal plot of MAP vs. classification accuracy for multi-
subspace low-rank representation of posteriors. Although, a great number of posteriors are now
having higher MAP accuracy, a single utterance low-rank representation can suffer from the lack of
representatives to characterize the subspace of different classes. Hence, the multi-subspace low-rank
representation is entangled with processing a large number of posteriors grouped together based on
their subspace similarities. This idea is presented in Section 7.
6.3 Summary
This section has investigated the posteriors space properties. The rank of matrices of class-similar
posteriors has been found a strong indicator of their quality.
Class-specific posterior enhancement was performed using various low-rank representation
methods, namely, PCA, robust-PCA, and LRR. HMM forced alignments were used to define the
class membership for each posteriors. The enhancement enables to reduce the WER drastically as
well as the rank.
Next section proposes a multi-subspace enhancement of posteriors by making use of clustering
methods. LRR parameters are also investigated.
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Figure 6.10: Diagonal plot for standard DNN posteriors.
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Figure 6.11: Diagonal plot for PCA enhanced posteriors.
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Figure 6.12: Diagonal plot for robust-PCA enhanced posteriors.
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Figure 6.13: Diagonal plot for LRR enhanced posteriors.
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Section 7
Experiments on Multi-Subspace
Enhanced Acoustic Models
In this section, multi-subspace low-rank representation of posterior probabilities is investigated. The
importance of low-rank representation parameters is studied followed by an incremental analysis of
low-rank representation of multiple senone classes up to utterance level low-rank representation. To
ensure having enough number of representatives to characterize the subspace of each class, various
techniques based on classification and clustering of posteriors are considered.
7.1 Low-Rank Representation Parameters
Unlike class specific acoustic model enhancement, utterance level enhancement requires processing
aggregation of multiple classes. Therefore, it was chosen to use LRR because of its ability to process
data lying in multiple subspaces. To do so, the main parameters of LRR had to be investigated. As
explained previously in Section 4.3, the LRR is formulated to obtain the low-rank representation of
a matrix M through the following optimization
min
Z,E
||Z||∗ + λ||E||1, s.t. M = DZ + E (7.1)
where D is a given dictionary which spans the space of data encapsulated by M , E is called the
sparse error; Z is the low-rank representation of M in D, and λ is the regularization parameter.
This gives the two parameters: (1) dictionary D, and (2) λ the regularization parameter. The good
choices for these parameters to enhance posteriors are investigated in the subsequent sections.
7.1.1 Dictionary D
The dictionary characterizes the low-dimensional subspaces, and accordingly the type of errors to be
extracted; hence, a good choice of D can improve the performance of low-rank representation [30].
The dictionary span the desired data lying in M as expressed in (7.1). In addition, the sub-
dictionaries characterizing each senone class should be exclusive to each senone class as explained
in [71]. For that reason, it was decided to apply algorithms to the training data to extract
dictionaries that are supposed to span only the desired subspaces.
PCA algorithm (Section 4.1) was used to obtain the left singular vectors of M . The 95V-rank
procedure (Section 5.1.1) is used to choose the number of left singular vectors. The procedure
consists in iterative truncated SVD reconstruction to preserve 95% variability after discarding some
of the smaller singular values. The value of 95% was fixed arbitrary at the beginning of the work to
compute the rank, and it was also used to compute the first set of dictionaries from the training
data. Figure 7.1 shows the relation between increase in MAP accuracy and decrease in matrix rank
(or increase in reconstruction error after PCA). It is clear that the maximum accuracy is achieved
around 82%, and this value will also be taken to be used for the creation of “82V-basis” instead of
“95V-basis”.
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Figure 7.1: MAP accuracy according to the level variability preserved after reconstruction.
Once those values were defined, it was possible to build the dictionaries D from the training
data using a few left singular vectors, and compare them for LRR. The first comparison was
performed between “82V-basis” and “95V-basis”. Based on a subset of the development set, a
fair comparison was established by comparing the MAP accuracy achieved after applying LRR on
each different senone class. The parameter λ was chosen the best overall the senone classes or the
best for each senone class. For each senone class, at most 1000 representatives were used and all
the results are averaged over all the senone classes. The results obtained are listed in Table 7.1,
and show clearly that the “95V-basis” is better than the “82V-basis”. This might be due to the
fact that the “82V-basis” are really restrictive, and a small variability of posterior probability is
characterized. Hence, many components are regarded as sparse noise. This also suggests that if
many representative posteriors are considered, the data itself could also be used as the dictionary
for LRR [30]. Hence, another test was conducted to see if indeed the basis extracted from such an
Mean MAP accuracy 82V-basis 95V-basis
LRR on individual senones classes
Best λ 96.2% 91.9%
Best λ for each senone 96.2% 97.1%
LRR on aggregation of all senone classes
Best λ 54.6% 71.7%
Best λ for each senone 72.2% 76.9%
Table 7.1: MAP accuracy after applying LRR for both “82V/95V-basis” used as the dictionaries.
algorithm were better than just using the matrix M itself as dictionary.
For a computational reason, it was not possible to use directly the same setup as the previous
test. The LRR implementation available was not able to handle 1000 representatives as input data
and dictionaries. This is the reason why a smaller, but identical, test set was used to compare
the procedure known as “data as dictionary” implying the use of input data as dictionaries and
“95V-basis”. Ten representatives for each of the 557 senone classes were randomly extracted and
used to form combinations of 10, 20, 50, 100 and 250 senone classes. The results are listed in
Table 7.2, and represent MAP accuracy after applying LRR with the given dictionary and various
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values of the regularization parameter λ.
Mean MAP accuracy Dictionary method chosen
Number of combinations Data “95V-basis” Aggregation of all “95V-basis”
10 71.2% 89.9% 53.8%
20 67.9% 86.4% 52.6%
50 61.5% 78.2% 51.1%
100 57.3% 68.9% 49.2%
250 52.1% 58.1% 50.8%
Table 7.2: MAP accuracy for “95V-basis” and data used as dictionary: MAP accuracy results after
applying LRR with different combination of basis are presented. Each MAP accuracy is computed
for various combination of senone classes and averaged over all different combinations. The best
choice of regularization parameter λ was considered.
The best MAP accuracy was picked for each senone class. It is clear that using the data itself
as dictionary performs better than using the aggregated basis. Using senone class-specific basis
is, of course, the best, but in real case scenario, it is impossible to find in advance which senone
classes are present or not in a given utterance. For that reason, it was chosen to discard any
use of dictionaries and rely only on the self-expressiveness property of the data lying on multiple
low-dimensional subspaces [30]. As stated before the dictionary should ideally be exclusive to each
senone class. Using data directly is a trade-off allowing to be restricted to the set of basis which
spans only the desired space where M lies.
7.1.2 Regularization Parameter
The choice of regularization parameter λ is proportional to the size or rank of matrix M . More
investigation on the best λ for different sizes has been done. Interpolation functions are used to fit
an approximate function characterizing the best λ given the size of matrix M . For the dictionaries,
the eigenvectors corresponding to the “95V-basis” were used.
The evaluation principle is to compute the MAP accuracy after applying LRR algorithm for a
wide range of length of representatives matrix from the training data (between 10 and 1000), and
various values of λs (between 0.01 to 1). The MAP accuracy is computed as an average over each
senone classes for a different combination of matrix length and λ values. The best choices of λ
result in a set of points that can be interpolated to find a function that could model as close as
possible the desired function to map the matrix size to the best regularization parameter. Three
types of functions have been used to fit the data. Figure 7.2 shows the results for three functions:
a+ b√
x
, a+ b log x and a 1x2 + b
1
x + x. Considering the values in the range [100, 250] in Figure 7.3, a
big mismatch to any approximation function can be noted. Thus approximating λ based on a+ b√
x
may result in low accuracy. Table 7.3 shows the approximation errors for the three functions used.
Approximate function a+ b√
x
a 1x2 + b
1
x + x a+ b log x
Mean error 0.0076 0.0140 0.0215
Table 7.3: Fitting errors for three approximation functions.
Based on above observations, a look-up table has been preferred to model the change of parameter
λ according to the size of the matrix. This might sound a brute-force approach, but this is expected
to be robust to discontinuities, thus it is the strategy chosen here. Each value between the look-up
table entries is selected using linear interpolation.
Furthermore, another test was conducted to see how the parameter λ changes according to the
type of dictionary being used. By using the data itself as the dictionary, a similar scenario was
conducted by varying the parameter λ and the length of the representative matrices. It is clear
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by comparing the variation of the λ parameter shown by Figure 7.4 and the previous one showed
by Figure 7.5 that the behavior of the parameter is not the same. Again, a heuristic function
approximation may not a robust model due to similar discontinuities as shown in Figure 7.3.
A final test was performed using different values of λ and aggregation of senone basis to check
the robustness of this parameter. As listed in Tables 7.4, selecting λ according to the senone class
is better than selecting an overall λ for all the senone classes. This indicates that the optimal value
of λ depends on the properties of the underlying class, but the performance is fairly robust for a
single λ being used in LRR.
Mean MAP accuracy DNN posteriors Best λ Best λ for each senone
LRR on individual classes 50.5% 86.3% 97.0%
LRR on aggregation of classes 50.5% 76.4% 76.8%
Table 7.4: MAP accuracy after LLR when “95V-basis” is used as dictionaries, and LRR is applied
either on individual senone classes or on aggregation of all senone classes. In the former case, the
best value of λ is 0.04 whereas in the latter case, the best value of λ is 0.01.
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7.2 Incremental Multi-Space Low-Rank Representation
The experimental analysis is performed in an incremental manner, starting with introducing more
and more senone classes until the real-case scenario of on-line utterance enhancement is reached.
The incremental analysis would help deep investigations on the impact of low-rank representation
in a controlled setup.
The first test conducted is based on a combination of pairs of senone classes. An equal number of
senones representatives are selected and combined. The LRR algorithm is applied to the combination
and the results of the best MAP accuracy is shown in Figure 7.6. In comparison, Figure 7.7 was
the exact same set directly at the output of the DNN, before LRR.
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Figure 7.6: Result of LRR applied on a pair of
senone classes; λ parameter chosen is 0.01.
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Figure 7.7: Pair of senone classes directly at the
DNN output.
The baseline DNN MAP accuracy of the DNN posteriors is 42.8%. After using LRR with
λ = 0.01, the MAP accuracy achieved by the enhanced posteriors is 50.0%. Indeed, LRR performs
very well if the classes have evenly balanced number of representatives.
The second test conducted to see more challenging scenarios with more senone classes used
for LRR decomposition. For that reason, arbitrary six senone classes with 200 representatives
each were selected. MAP accuracy achieved by the algorithm increases from 47.8% to 66.5% using
λ = 0.01. The achieved enhancement of the posteriors is clearly visible in Figure 7.9 with respect
to Figure 7.8 which represent respectively the set of posteriors after LRR and before.
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Figure 7.8: LRR applied on an even combination
of 6 senone classes. λ parameter chosen is 0.01.
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Figure 7.9: Even combination of 6 senone
classes before LRR.
This scenario is not yet a real-case scenario since the numbers of senone class representatives in
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each utterance is typically not equal. For that reason, it was decided to introduce randomness in
the choice of the number of representatives. To see the variation, it was decided to insert more and
more senone classes with a randomly chosen number of representatives per senone class. Figure 7.10
shows the change of MAP accuracy for DNN posteriors and LRR “enhanced” posteriors with
respect to the number of senone classes. It is possible to see a clear decrease of the MAP accuracy
of the LRR “enhanced” posteriors.
A more real case scenario is to introduce an over-dominant senone class. This is typically the
case of silence which is generally the most recurrent class. Figure 7.11 shows the behavior of the
MAP accuracy using an over-dominant class.
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Figure 7.10: MAP accuracy variation according
to the number of senones with randomly taken
representatives.
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Figure 7.11: MAP accuracy variation according
to the number of senones with randomly taken rep-
resentatives. A senone class is set over-dominant
by setting its number of representatives as four
times the average of the others.
The last step was, of course, to try this algorithm directly with utterances. As an example, the
biggest utterance available in the test-set is selected. LRR is then performed over a range of λ
values. The results obtained are then presented by Figure 7.12.
The small gain achieved by using λ in the range [1, 0.1], does not provide a promising evidence
that LRR can enhance single utterances. Also, the value of λ might change for each utterance due
to their own senone classes distribution. By investigating smaller values, the MAP accuracy was
decreased so ASR performance is also expected to decrease.
The main problem encountered is a problem of over-dominance of posterior exemplars. This is
typically the case of the silence classes which are over-represented than other senone classes. As
it can be seen in (4.6) bigger λ values leads to less error separation. Hence, the low-rank results
of the algorithm will tend to be exactly the same as the input matrix. On the contrary, if the λ
parameter is chosen too small, then the algorithm will tend to separate more sparse errors from the
posteriors to give a representation of the lowest rank possible. This is actually done by keeping
only the class which has more representatives. Such a behavior can be seen in Figures 7.13 and
7.14 which represent the utterance chosen before and after applying LRR with λ = 0.01. It is clear
that the algorithm faces a problem of over-dominance. The senone classes that are being raised are
the ones describing the silence.
7.3 Processing a Large Number of Posteriors
To overcome the problem of over-dominant senone representatives, a large number of posterior
vectors were grouped using supervised classification or unsupervised clustering techniques. Two
types of posteriors, namely class-independent phone and class-dependent senones are considered for
this study. The following methods were investigated.
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Figure 7.14: Arbitrary chosen utterance after
LRR. λ parameter chosen is 0.01. The remaining
senone classes are describing the silence.
MAP - Use simply the MAP as classifier. If the DNN is not accurate about the classification
of input acoustic features, MAP decision might not be the best way to classify posteriors.
Hence, this classifier will be the baseline for other clustering methods.
kNN - It performs classification according to the majority label of k most similar vectors
from the training set. The cosine distance was used as the similarity measure. This procedure
is briefly described in Appendix A.1. The previous work [3] has shown the potential of kNN
for accurate classification of posteriors. For phone posteriors, only a small set of training data
was used to enable fast computations. For senone posteriors, both training and development
sets were used.
HMM decoding - Alignments obtained after HMM decoding can be used to group the
posteriors, and enhance them for a second pass HMM decoding.
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k-Means - This is a well know algorithm for unsupervised clustering based on low-rank
representation [6]. Its process is detailed in Appendix A.2. The cosine distance was used as
the similarity measure. This choice is motivated by the analysis performed by [5] and [55].
The number of clusters k was chosen according to the ground truth.
SSC - This clustering algorithm is based on sparse recovery to cluster the data according to
the underlying subspaces [39]. It makes use of data self-expressiveness property of data lying
on a union of low-dimensional subspaces to build a similarity graph using sparse representation,
and use this graph to form the clusters. This method is described in Appendix A.3.
If the classification or clustering is so accurate that single subspace posteriors are grouped
together, any low-rank representation algorithm can be used to enhance the posteriors. In reality,
it is expected that a mix of multiple class posteriors will group, thus, it was decided to avoid single
subspace low-rank algorithm such as PCA or robust-PCA, and to focus on LRR. This was done
because LRR is designed to work with multi-subspace matrices and this could be the result of
classification or clustering errors.
A short experimental analysis was performed to confirm this hypothesis. Table 7.5 lists the
results of the combination of PCA, robust-PCA, and LRR using two unsupervised clustering
methods to produce the labels. The MAP accuracy of the selected set before enhancement is 61.3%
which is close the MAP accuracy of the complete test-set. The regularization parameters of each
low-rank method were tuned over the same set to produce the best results achievable. For both
unsupervised clustering methods, LRR performs the best. This experiment confirms the hypothesis
of LRR being able to consider erroneous labeling.
MAP accuracy k-Means SSC
PCA 71.2% 74.4%
robust-PCA 68.5% 68.7%
LRR 77.0% 75.8%
Table 7.5: MAP accuracy after posterior enhancement using PCA, robust-PCA, and LRR with
labels extracted using k-Means and SSC The MAP accuracy of the set before enhancement is 61.3%.
7.3.1 Phone Posteriors Rank Reduction
The first tests conducted were based on context independent phone posteriors. The phone posteriors
have lower dimension, hence, the computations were faster than senone posteriors and also required
less memory1.
Baseline system constructed using Kaldi toolkit (Section 1.4.3) using DNN posteriors yields
WER of 5.9%. Results of the phone posteriors rank reduction are presented in Table 7.6. The values
presented are the optimum results according to a wide range of λ parameter values to ensure the
best regularization. Also “95-V rank” (Section 5.1.1) was no more usable due to the low dimension
of phone posteriors. It was decided to compute the rank using 99% variability instead of 95%. Each
rank values presented in Table 7.6 are both for correctly and incorrectly classified sets of posteriors.
DNN posteriors MAP k-Means kNN
ASR WER 5.9% 4.9% 4.8% 3.5%
Rank 23/24 15/24 14/22 14/23
Table 7.6: Results for classification and clustering to group a large number of posteriors followed
by LRR for low-rank representation. Rank values are respectively for both correctly/incorrectly
classified sets of posteriors.
1 Just for the test set, there is a total of 640586 posteriors obtained by the DNN. This lead to a total of
640586 × 27 × 10 bytes ≈ 170 Mb of data for the phone posteriors. For the senone posteriors, the total is
approximately 3.5 Gb (640586× 557× 10 bytes).
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It can be seen that kNN outperforms all the other methods and achieves a relative WER
improvement of nearly 40% with respect to the baseline system. This improvement is even more
impressive as it was only made possible using a small amount of training posteriors rather than all
the available labeled data. Indeed, kNN exploits more effectively the DNN variability encoded in
the training posteriors than k-Means and MAP. Earlier work also show the potential of kNN in
the classification of posterior exemplars [3]. If no labeled data is available, unsupervised clustering
based on k-Means is also beneficial to enhance the posteriors through low-rank representation.
Going more into the details of kNN results, it is possible to see how the rank reduces according
to the reduction in WER. This variation is depicted in Figure 7.15 and illustrates clearly the
consistent reduction of the rank and WER.
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regularization parameter of sparse representation
of SCC. SCC does not outperform kNN.
Another test was performed using SSC (Appendix A.3). SSC relies on self-expressiveness and
sparse representation of posteriors to cluster the data according to the underlying subspaces. This
algorithm exploits the subspace similarity through sparse representation, thus, it was interesting to
investigate its effectiveness along with LRR to enhance posteriors.
A fast comparison was performed between SSC and kNN and k-Means using the training data.
Once the test data was clustered, its labeled was determined using the majority label of the training
posteriors in the same cluster. This method allows classification of the test posteriors using a
clustering technique. Classification accuracy was computed over a restricted set and results are given
in Figure 7.16. SSC does not outperform the alternative kNN and k-Means clustering. Again, kNN
is more effective to exploit the variability encoded in the training posteriors, thus it performs better
than all unsupervised methods. In addition the available implementation of SCC was extremely
slow, that hinders its use on large data sets.
7.3.2 Senone Posteriors Rank Reduction
While the theory was confirmed on phone posteriors, it is also interesting to test it on context-
dependent senone posteriors (Section 3.3.3). To have a fair comparison, the same experiments that
were conducted with phone posteriors were repeated. Four clustering algorithms were considered,
namely, MAP, k-Means, kNN and HMM decoded alignments.
The MAP-based clustering was first studied. LRR was computed using various values of lambda
to see a global trend. The MAP accuracy of senone posteriors is 67.5%. Figure 7.17 shows the
results of the experiment. It is expected that this method does not lead to any enhancement.
The second experiment was performed with k-Means clustering method. The cosine distance
was used and k was set using the ground truth forced alignments. By using such a composition a
maximal clustering accuracy of 47.8% was achieved which corresponds to the average number of
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same class posteriors in the same cluster; the classification accuracy of the MAP method is 67.5%
which is greater than the accuracy achieved by k-Means clustering. Given that observation, WER
computation was not performed. As previously discussed MAP accuracy of the posteriors is a good
measure of the posteriors quality. It is the case because the decoding of the HMM depends on the
MAP accuracy to compute the optimum paths.
Furthermore, kNN computation was performed using a combination of the training and de-
velopment data as labeled posterior exemplars. The computation was performed over the GRID
available and took approximately two months using a MATLAB implementation. The accuracy
achieve is illustrated in Figure 7.18. The biggest kNN classification accuracy is lower than the
baseline MAP accuracy. Due to the trend of the curve, greater values of k must be investigated to
find a better classification accuracy. For the scope of this report, WER was not performed due to
the relative poor quality of classification.
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Finally, HMM decoding alignments are used to cluster the same class posteriors. Using HMM
alignment, a method can be developed which acts like an adaptation (through LRR) followed by
a second pass HMM decoding. This idea was tested on both projected posterior (Section 6.1.1)
alignment and DNN posterior alignments.
The approach is also likely to have two drawback. As the MAP classification accuracy of the
senone posteriors is relatively poor, it might be possible that even this clustering method is not
sufficient. Also, while using decoded alignments, it is possible that the best path decoded by HMM
will be enforced, and thus somehow freezes the decoding path. To prevent this problem, a double
clustering on HMM alignments was performed. Each cluster was formed using HMM alignments,
and then again clustered into two sub-clusters. If the quality of the HMM decoding is sufficient,
then the largest one is supposed to only contain the similar posteriors. For that reason, k-Means
and SSC clustering were considered.
Classification accuracy of HMM decoded alignments are 75.9% and 80.2% respectively for DNN
and projected posteriors. Tables 7.7 contains the results of this analysis. Given that the DNN
baseline system achieves a WER of 2.6%, the results obtained using DNN posteriors HMM decoded
alignments are slightly improved. For the case of projected posteriors HMM decoded alignments,
no improvement is obtained regarding the results obtained with projected posteriors.
It was decided to perform a statistical test on the method which achieves better WER. Using
HMM-based clustering with the second pass of k-Means yields a WER of 2.46%. Baseline DNN
posteriors based systems WER is 2.57%. This means that this method gives a relative improvement
of ≈ 4%. The McNemar’s test (Appendix B) was chosen for this purpose. The hypothesis tested
is the null hypothesis H0, describing the two systems equality. The P -value given by this test is
0.2936. Generally taking a value of α = 0.05, then the hypothesis H0 cannot be rejected, and thus,
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ASR WER HMM-based +k-Means +SSC
LRR λ parameter DNN posteriors alignments
λ=0.01 2.5% 2.5% 2.6%
λ=0.1 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Projected posteriors alignments
λ=0.01 2.2% 2.3% 2.3%
λ=0.1 2.2% 2.3% 2.2%
Table 7.7: WER achieved using HMM-based clustering followed by LRR of senone posteriors.
Both DNN and projected posteriors HMM alignments have been used. k-Means and SSC clustering
methods were used. As baseline, DNN posteriors achieve 2.6% WER and projected posteriors achieve
2.2% WER.
it is more likely that the small difference obtained is happening by chance.
Previous work showed that low-rank representation of senones leads to WER of 0.4% if the
ground truth senone classes are known [16].
7.4 Summary
In this section, multi-subspace posterior enhancement was proposed. By making use of clustering
methods followed by Low-Rank Representation, the WER given by the ASR system as well as the
rank of phone posteriors were simultaneously reduced. An application of this method on query
detection is proposed in Section 8.1.
Clustering and enhancement of senone posteriors were proven a difficult task. This is mainly
due to the nonheterogeneous distribution of the senone posteriors. Lack of data either for DNN
training or as exemplars for supervised clustering methods might be an explanation.
kNN is potential for accurate classification of posteriors if the value of k is chosen properly, and
effective search mechanisms can be devised. A novel hashing technique is proposed in Section 8.2
which can lead to a tremendous speedup in methods relying on posterior exemplars search including
kNN.
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Section 8
Applications of Low-rank
Posterior Subspace Beyond ASR
The focus of this project was on ASR. However, several other systems also benefit from higher
accuracy in posterior estimation. Hence, investigating on the impact of enhanced posteriors on two
different tasks were conducted: (1) query detection using posterior exemplars, and (2) fast search
in posterior space. This study shows the potentials of exploiting the low-rank property in other
domains relying on posterior probabilities.
8.1 Enhanced Posteriors for Query Detection
In this section, the results of enhanced posteriors to improve query detection are presented. Spoken
query detection is a task close to ASR that is based on posterior probabilities for exemplar modeling.
8.1.1 Sparse Query Detection Method
Recently, a novel method for query detection is proposed at the Speech & Audio Processing group
at Idiap Research Institute [45, 44]. The core idea is to use dictionary learning (Section 4.4.1) to
build two dictionaries for Q and B where Q characterizes the query exemplars, and it will be used
to spot their occurrences; B characterizes the background exemplars, composed of background
noise and non-query spoken words. Given a posterior vector z, it is possible to compute its sparse
representation αQ and αB over respectively Q and B. The sparse reconstruction are then computed
as
eQ(z) = ‖z −QαQ‖2, eB(z) = ‖z −BαB‖2 (8.1)
The errors are used to classify whether a posterior vector belongs to the query or background. If
the difference ∆(z) = eB(z)− eQ(z) is greater than a given threshold δ then the frame z is labeled
as part of the query. In opposite, if the difference is smaller than the threshold, it is labeled as
part of the background. After all frames have been processed it is possible to descry if a query
appears in a given test signal by counting the number of consecutive matches. If a certain number
of consecutive match is reached the query is detected. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 8.1.
This method differs from the standard dynamic time wrapping (DTW) based methods [48].
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 8.1: Query detection by counting for consecutive frames classified using sparse reconstruction.
The query is detected if a certain number of match is reached.
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8.1.2 Results of Enhanced Posteriors for Query Detection
The system proposed in [45, 44] uses posteriors as exemplars for dictionary learning and sparse
coding. This is the reason why it was possible to use this system to check the impact of the posteriors
enhanced via low-rank representation for tasks other than ASR. Similar database (Section 5.2.1)
was used for this evaluations. All words are used as independent queries and the average results
are presented. Figure 8.2 and 8.3 shows the results obtained by using a baseline system based
on exemplar matching using dynamic time warping (DTW) [48], and the system based on sparse
representation with DNN posteriors as well as the enhanced posteriors obtained through kNN
classification followed by LRR.
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It can be seen that enhanced posteriors outperform the baseline system as well as the sparse
query detection system using DNN output posteriors.
8.2 Hashing for Fast Search of Posterior Exemplars
While processing high-dimensional data, efficiency problems are often encountered. Inspired by the
previous work using locality sensitive hashing [57], a new procedure designed for posteriors space
hashing is proposed. This procedure relies on the low-rank property of posterior subspaces, and
ultimately enables very fast search in the space of posterior exemplars.
8.2.1 Hierarchical Hashing Procedure on Low-rank Posteriors Subspace
Taking advantage of the underlying low-rankness of the posteriors space, it is possible to design a
hashing technique to divide the space into smaller size buckets of similar posteriors. It was already
shown in Section 6 that posterior exemplars are sparse vectors residing in low-dimensional subspaces.
Hence, for any posterior, the energy is confined to a very small number of components where the
indices of high energy components identify the unique structure of the underlying subspace. The
following hashing formula can exploit this structure using different levels of quantization.
H(z) =
⌊
2bz
⌋
2b
(8.2)
where z is a posterior probability vector and b ∈ N∗ is the number of bits for quantization.
The main idea is that the number of quantized posteriors is far less than the
training size, thus they can be used as hash keys to form buckets of similar
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posterior exemplars. Thus, the size of the search space can be reduced to
only the size of the corresponding bucket.
Many levels of quantization can be computed to get the hash keys. While fixing a minimum size
for the resulting buckets, a hierarchical hashing can be established. The greater the quantization bit
will be, the more specific the buckets will become. Also, it is possible to establish a similarity search
in case of missing key. A key that could not be found into the set of keys produced by an exemplar
set could be compared to this given set using a similarity distance such as the dot product.
This hashing technique can be combined with kNN to enable efficient computation. Furthermore,
as it is possible to compute a hash-key for each query posterior, it is possible to split the query and
the exemplar sets. By assigning a bucket to each query posteriors using a decreasing order in terms
of quantization bits, each sets become independent. It is possible to use parallel computing very
efficiently.
8.2.2 Results on Fast kNN based on Posterior Hashing
To show this behavior, phone posteriors from the development set were used. Hashing was computed
for quantization bits 1 up to 4. Quantization bit level 0 correspond to the whole development
set without hashing. The minimum bucket size was fixed to 500 posteriors. Results are listed in
Table 8.1.
# of bits # of buckets Avg size Std
0 1 804’381 0
1 28 28’728 32’961
2 55 14’343 27’142
3 82 9’677 23’234
4 109 7’302 20’582
Table 8.1: Results of posteriors exemplars hashing on Digits Database using development set. For
each number of quantization bits taken, the number of buckets, their average size with standard
deviation is given. Quantization bit level 0 represent the whole size of posteriors search space.
As the number of available buckets increases, the average bucket size decrease. By using 4
bits to quantize the posterior spaces, the search space was divided by nearly 100. The standard
deviation might seem quite high but comes from the uneven distribution of phone posteriors due
the hierarchical procedure.
More analysis was performed on the 1-bit quantization level. It was seen that each bucket was
encoding its own phone by yielding a MAP accuracy of nearly 100%. This behavior was expected
due to the low-rank property of the posterior subspaces. Furthermore, the remaining buckets were
encoding the DNN uncertainties.
Those results show that using this method might improve drastically the efficiency of an
algorithm such as kNN which requires a search over a large space of posterior exemplars. The
accuracy of the segmentation went down from 94.1% while using whole exemplars set for kNN down
to 94.0% while using any level of quantization, and comparing only the posteriors hash keys to find
the appropriate bucket of a local search space. As previously stated, computational speed could
impressively increase due to space search reduction, and especially by using parallel computing.
8.3 Summary
In this section, an application of the enhancement method involving clustering and LRR to query
detection is investigated. A sparse query detection method coupled with enhanced posteriors
outperforms the baseline DTW based system.
In addition, relying on the low-rankness of posteriors, a hashing technique is proposed. Its
impact on search in posterior space is suggested by the results achieved using kNN. The search
space was reduced by a factor 100 while the segmentation accuracy was staying stable.
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Section 9
Concluding Remarks
In this project, the low-rank property of the posterior probability subspaces was investigated. It
was shown that the actual intrinsic dimension of a high-dimensional space of posterior vectors is
far less than what is estimated as DNN outputs. This evidence suggests that a large number of
training posteriors can be exploited to enhance the local estimates of the testing posteriors obtained
from DNN.
The proposed approach leads to a hierarchical processing framework relying on posterior
probabilities towards accurate acoustic models for higher level speech classification applications.
The main focus of this project was to improve the ASR performance. The potential impact of the
enhanced posteriors and low-rank subspace property on query detection as well as fast posterior
exemplar search were also demonstrated.
One key outcome of this work is a new method to enhance the posteriors through low-rank
representation (LRR) as a post-processing step which can overcome the DNN uncertainty and
errors. Previous work on exploiting the low-rank representation for posterior estimation are based
on restructuring the DNN using low-rank decomposition of the weight matrix [54, 37, 37, 60, 67, 50].
This approach was shown to reduce DNN complexity for a smaller footprint in portable devices,
such as ASR on smart phones. The method proposed here is fundamentally different as it exploits
the low-rank property in applying LRR on DNN outputs to structure the posterior probability
space such that the mismatch between the training and testing posteriors are reduced. To the
best of the author knowledge, this is a novel method for hierarchical posterior processing towards
optimal acoustic models.
It was found that using kNN classification followed by LRR to reduce the rank of posterior
subspaces leads to the best ASR performance. This can be explained by the fact that kNN effectively
uses the training posterior variability to align the testing posteriors. On the other hand, if no labeled
data is available, unsupervised clustering is also beneficial to enhance the posteriors according
to their similarities. The unsupervised method can be interesting when limited or no resource is
available to develop speech recognition for a new language, and it enables rapid adaptation. In
this context, clustering methods that can exploit the underlying subspace of the posteriors [61]
can be considered for LRR enhancement, although the k-means algorithm which relies on low-rank
decomposition [6] is shown to be an efficient alternative.
The main feature of using LRR is that miss classification of the posteriors has low influence on
enhancement due to its multi-subspace modeling capability. As suggested by [30] the dictionary
used for LRR is the most important parameter. A well-chosen dictionary characterizing the space of
training posteriors can lead to a better enhancement. In the present work, the PCA-based dictionary
was found a promising method if the underlying subspaces are known. However, further analysis has
to be conducted on multi-subspace dictionary learning. In addition, the regularization parameter
can be tuned according to maximum likelihood speech recognition performance. Similarly, the
cost function of low-rank representation can be tailored to maximize the discrimination between
posterior subspaces or optimize the likelihood of the best speech transcription path.
This study was mainly focused on ASR performance in clean condition. It is also interesting to
study the problem of ASR in mismatch condition, in particular, multi-lingual and non-native speech
recognition [26, 62] where the testing posteriors are adapted to the training posteriors using low-rank
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Figure 9.1: Vision towards optimal speech acoustic modeling: Posterior probabilities are more
accurate as they are confined towards the right side of the plot. The sparse / binary posterior vectors
results in low-rank subspaces. Hence, enhanced acoustic modeling requires hierarchical processing
that leads to sparser posteriors and accordingly lower rank of the individual class subspaces.
representation. Some preliminary work demonstrated the potential of the proposed approach for
query detection, and fast search over posterior exemplars. It is an interesting subject of future
research to see the potential of this method for hierarchical exemplar-based speech recognition
without HMM. In particular, the proposed hashing technique designed for posteriors can enable fast
and effective search among a huge number of exemplars. In theory, assuming an “infinite” amount
of suitable exemplars, “optimal” recognizers could be sought [14].
This project was a preliminary step towards the realization of highly accurate acoustic modeling
that enable speech recognition without HMM. This vision is illustrated in Figure 9.1. The diagonal
plot of MAP vs. classification accuracy was found a practical method to quantify the posteriors
quality [10]. This project also proposed the underlying rank of the class-specific posterior subspaces
as a strong indicator of their quality. Indeed, more accurate acoustic models are the result of
posteriors which are more binary and sparser, thus, lower rank of the posterior subspaces is an
immediate consequence.
Beyond ASR, other applications that rely on the estimation of DNN posteriors can also benefit
from the proposed approach, such as query detection [22], speech coding [4] and linguistic parsing [11].
Through experiments on large speech corpora for a broad range of applications is planned for future
research.
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Appendix A
High-dimensional Posterior
Grouping Methods
The goal of this project is to exploit the hidden low-dimensional space underlying a large amount
of posterior probabilities in order to enhance the local estimates of the acoustic models. To that
end, unsupervised clustering, as well as supervised classification techniques, are applied to cluster a
group of similar posteriors. Grouping posteriors probabilities according to their underlying own
subspace distributions leads to better results while applying low-rank representation methods.
A.1 k-Nearest Neighbors Classification
k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) is an algorithm which allows assigning a label or a class to a given
query point [8]. The prior knowledge needed is a set of labeled reference points. The size of this set
depends on the desired precision as well as their underlying quality. Generally, the variation of the
parameter k also influences the accuracy of the labeling obtained.
The method takes a set of labeled points as represented in Figure A.1. Here the query point is
represented as a red diamond. A certain number is chosen for the parameter k. Here, k = 10 was
chosen. The value of k is usually tuned over a cross-validation set. Its influence on the precision
is also important. Then a computation of a distance matrix between the query point and all the
know points is performed. The k first reference points with the smallest distance are chosen as
shown in Figure A.2. The query point is labeled with the most common label among those selected
reference points. As usual many possible variations of the algorithm are possible. Techniques such
as weighted kNN or adaptations for memory consumption are detailed in [8]. The most important
observation about kNN is that if a sufficient number of samples is provided as exemplars then the
convergence to the true label guaranteed [47].
In this project, kNN is used to cluster the posteriors belonging to the same class. The fact
that kNN can exploit a large amount of labeled training posteriors makes this method powerful.
However, it is also interesting to study the performance of unsupervised techniques which do not
require labeled data.
A.2 k-Means Unsupervised Clustering
k-Means is an algorithm which allows unsupervised segmentation of a given data set [66]. It makes use
of centroid re-estimation using a distance metric between the points queried I = {xi, i ∈ [1, n]} ⊆ IRd.
Figure A.3, based on the code of Kardi Teknomo1, pictures the algorithmic sequence needed to
estimate the clusters using k-Means. The first step is to initialize k cluster centroids {ci, i ∈ [1, k]}
either by giving a precomputed estimate or a random guess. It is then possible to compute for each
point a temporary label according to the closer centroid using any metric needed. In general, the
1http://people.revoledu.com/kardi/tutorial/kMean/index.html
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Illustration of kNN (1)
Figure A.1: Random selected point in [0, 1]2. All
points with blue cross are reference points for kNN.
The point represented by the red diamond is the query
point.
Illustration of kNN (2)
Figure A.2: k Nearest Neighbors of the query point.
k is chosen as 10 and the red circled points represent
the 10 Nearest Neighbors of the query point.
Euclidean distance is used. This leads to k×n computations to get all the labels as shown by (A.1).
min
j
||xi − cj ||22,∀i. (A.1)
The following step is to re-estimate the centroids as the center (mean) of all the temporary clusters. If
the points are associated with weights it is also possible to compute a weighted mean. This sequence
is repeated until convergence of the centroids. It is important to note that if the initialization is
random then the results are non-deterministic.
A.3 Sparse Subspace Clustering
Sparse Subspace Clustering (SSC) is an unsupervised algorithmic method which allows clustering a
given data set according to their subspaces [17]. It can be summarized into the following steps.
Given a set of points P = {pi, i ∈ [1, N ]}
1. Compute a sparse representation (Section 4.4.2) for each pi given P \ {pi} as dictionary.
2. Form a graph using the sparse representation. If two points are not used for a common sparse
representation then no edge connect them. The nodes of the graph are representing the pi
and the weights are the coefficients of the sparse representation.
3. Make use of spectral clustering algorithm [39] to extract a segmentation of the graph which
can be transformed to a segmentation of P . This requires an expected used specified number
of clusters.
The details of this algorithm are out of the scope of this report and then omitted but available
in [39].
A.4 Summary
Three clustering methods have been presented in this section, more specifically, one supervised
(kNN) and two unsupervised methods (k-Means and SSC). kNN, while used with a large enough set
of exemplars, allows getting more accurate labels than unsupervised methods. On the other hand,
unsupervised methods such as k-Means and SSC allows faster classification while achieving relative
lower clustering accuracy. By making use of those clustering methods, posteriors probabilities will
be grouped according to their class-membership. Combined with previous low-rank representation
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k-Means illustration (run #1) k-Means illustration (run #2)
k-Means illustration (run #3) k-Means illustration (run #4)
k-Means illustration (run #5) k-Means illustration (run #6)
Figure A.3: k-Means algorithm illustration. k-Means performed over a set of points. Each cluster is
represented by a color and the centroids are represented by circles.
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methods, a multi-subspace enhancement as suggested by Section 3.5 will be possible. The proposed
method can be described as a two-step procedure:
1. Cluster the posteriors according to class membership.
2. Apply low-rank representation methods to each class.
The details of this method are presented in Section 7.
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Appendix B
McNemar’s Significance Test
While developing algorithms it is important to see if minor change observed by comparison to a
baseline is the results of chance or it is a significant improvement. To do so, statistical significance
tests were developed [27]. Given a threshold described by a percentage of certainty needed α a
significance test allows to reject or accept a given hypothesis.
The common hypothesis used is to claim that the two methods are equivalent or equal. This
hypothesis is called the null hypothesis and its notation is H0. Probability distribution functions
are then modeled given observations and compared. According to the given threshold they might
be equivalent or not leading to acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis.
If the errors made are independent events then McNemar’s test can be used [21]. For the case
of speech recognition, independent errors mean generally that the methods that are compared are
run over isolated words. This is often the case when no language model is used in the methods and
when the word sequence is not relevant.
McNemar’s test is described in details by [21] and can be summarized as the following procedure.
If two different systems A and B with error-rates eA and eB respectively, the null hypothesis N0 is
defined as
eA = eB = e (B.1)
Let N00 be the number of utterances which A and B classify correctly; N01 the number of utterance
which A classify correctly and B not; N10 the number of utterance which B classify correctly and A
not, and finally, N11 the number of utterance where both A and B results are wrong. Accordingly,
the probabilities q00, q10, q01 and q11 are defined by normalizing the number of corresponding
utterances. Hence, it is possible to prove [21] that
eA = q10 + q00
eB = q01 + q00
(B.2)
and thus H0 is equivalent to q01 = q10 which is also equivalent to q =
q10
(q01+q10)
= 12 . Given an
observation k = N01 +N10, it is possible to model the probability distribution of N10 as a Binomial
B(k, q). The null hypothesis N0 asserts that N10 follows the binomial distribution B(k, 12 ). This last
affirmation will be tested using a two-tailed test described in details by [21]. Given a great number
of utterance it is also possible to model the probability density function by a Normal law N (0, 1).
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Appendix C
t-SNE Visualization
Visualization of high-dimensional data is a complex task. The main problem is to reduce the
number of dimensions while keeping the global structure of the data. An elegant method called
t-SNE is proposed in [59] that provides a good trade-off being able to reduce the dimensionality
while preserving the and the global structure by making use of probabilities. Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (SNE) is a way to transform the Euclidean distance between two vectors into a
conditional probability.
p(j|i) = e
(−‖xi−xj‖2/2σ2i )∑
k 6=i e
(−‖xi−xk‖2/2σ2i )
(C.1)
where σ2i is the variance of the Gaussian centered at xi which will be set to
1√
2
for ease of
representation. Setting the variance only implies that the model will be less accurate. This
probability model a similarity between the two vectors xi and xj . The idea is to find yi and yj
(with lower dimension) that has the same similarity as xi and xj denoted by qj|i.
q(j|i) = e
(−‖yi−yj‖2)∑
k 6=i e(−‖yi−yk‖
2)
(C.2)
where qi|i = 0 as the modeling is done on similarities. Finding those yi and yj will be done by
gradient descent as a cost function defined by the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
C =
∑
i
∑
j
pj|i log
(
pj|i
qj|i
)
(C.3)
t-SNE (t-Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) is a slightly different variant of SNE using Student
t-distribution with 1 degree of freedom and the symmetric variant of SNE (further precision can be
found on [59]). Regarding the case of posteriors, this visualization technique enables interpretation
and act as an approximate visualization of the feature space [35]. The clustering present in the real
space is also kept in the dimensional reduction plot as stated by [59]. Implementation of t-SNE used
has been done by Laurens van der Maaten, copyright: Laurens van der Maaten, 2010, University of
California, San Diego.1.
1http://lvdmaaten.github.io/tsne/
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